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Foreword
Our Earth becomes
smaller and smaller.
Barriers are being
lowered by technological
development, particularly
in relation to time
and distance, making
everything closer.
But what does "being
closer" mean? For Me
as an individual? Am I
Ida Alvarinho Gonçalves
getting closer and closer
to myself, to my roots,
to what makes me unique? Are we growing closer to one another as human
beings? Do we care more and better for one another? How do we use the
enormous potential of globalisation? Where do we stand on the question of
identity and sovereignty at individual, national or regional levels?
Are we closer to the Earth? This Earth where we are not just guests, but where
we become intrinsically one with all creation? She, the Earth, this Woman who
always nourishes us and remains faithful, who rejoices as women and men
become increasingly aware of themselves and their capabilities, increasingly
close to one another and more intrinsically linked to her!
But at the same time, this same Woman – the Earth – experiences daily the
terrible pain of much indifference, arrogance, disrespect, robbery, violence,
abuse and rape, individual and collective.
I, Woman, what role do I give myself? What role do I accept from others? What
role do I give to other women? How do I use my specific abilities? How do I use
the enormous power of individual women and women-community, to build the
environment where all creation will increasingly become a family?
These issues are challenges for those of you who will share and reflect on the
topics in these Manuals. You are being called to respond with your generosity,
your energy, your knowledge, your reason and your heart. It is a journey done
with courage, persistence, and humility. It is a journey carried out confidently,
knowing that the Spirit that surrounds us constantly with power and divine love
is faithful, “drawing life out of death, good out of evil”, transforming all things.
Ida Alvarinho Gonçalves
Co-founder of The Grail in Moçambique
Professor of Mathematics, Eduardo Mondlane University, Maputo
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Introduction
Climate Change is a serious threat to the integrity of Creation. It is the result of
the worship of mammon that Jesus and other religious leaders have warned
about through the ages. Now is the time for Homo sapiens, the wise human
being, to listen to those warnings. Now is the time to use the ingenuity and
creativity that the Creator has endowed her with, to reduce air pollution quickly
to 350 ppm over the next decade.
Emthonjeni – Come to the Wellspring, Part 2, regards the struggle against
Climate Change as THE struggle for justice of the 21st Century. This manual
explores the Climate Change phenomenon, highlights the role that girls and
women can play and gives them the knowledge and tools for mitigation and
adaptation.

The Seven Themes of the Manual
 The Climate-Changing Earth. Extreme weather events are increasing as
global temperatures rise and air pollution increases to 387 ppm. The world’s
creatures witness or become victims of world-wide flooding, hurricanes and
tornadoes in the USA and Caribbean, devastating fires in Eastern Australia
and the Western Cape, and famine-inducing droughts in parts of Africa,
India, China, Europe and the USA.
As huge numbers of species become extinct or are threatened by extinction,
life on Earth is moving towards the Sixth Mass Extinction, the only
extinction caused by human beings.
The Earth’s greatest carbon sinks – indigenous forests and the sea – are
being destroyed: half of the forests have been cut down, and “islands” of
floating plastic contaminate the sea. These “islands” are larger than the
island states that are threatened by the melting Polar ice sheets.
Food security is threatened as sea levels rise to cover thousands of hectares
of arable coastal land, and the shrinking ice which coats the peaks of the
world’s highest mountains – the Andes, the Alps, Kilimanjaro and the
Himalayas – reduces the supply of water to farmers in the foothills, causing
crop failures.
 The Economics of Climate Change finds that while Capitalist
economies are in crisis, there are the hopeful signs of a few countries finding
ways to consume less, get back to the basics of life, and develop low-carbon
economies that make their people happy.
 Climate Change Endangers Women’s Health. It is estimated that
300 000 people, the majority being poor women and children, die each
year from Climate Change-related hunger, diseases and natural disasters.
When we understand the causes of disease, we can take action to avoid the
risks to people’s health.
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 Strategic Gender Analysis to Mitigate Climate Change. Much
advertising persuades women consumers who lack self-esteem to spend
on “Wants”. Women and girls are liberating themselves from being
treated as commodities and are challenging oppressive gender practices.
 Reclaim Cultural Heritage to stop Climate Change. The values of
indigenous and traditional practices give directions for moving away
from the Earth-destructive activities of fossil fuel economies.
 Leadership and Life Skills for Climate Change Work encourages
girls and young women to become involved in advocacy work for the
planet by acquiring the necessary lobbying skills, and by embarking on
careers related to Climate Change.
 The Ethics and Morality of Climate Change Issues. Ethical
and moral issues are presented within each theme. Climate Change
challenges each person to develop her inner life and integrity. There is a
correlation between spirituality and simple living. As we live increasingly
spiritual lives, so our carbon footprint decreases.
Girls have been prominent at two UN Conferences concerned with
Climate Change.
At the Conference of Parties of the UN Framework Convention on Climate
Change (UNFCCC) in Copenhagen in 2009, Christina Ora, a 17 year-old
girl from the Solomon Islands in the Pacific Ocean, addressed the thousands
of world leaders in these words: “I speak on behalf of international youth
to express the urgency of the climate crisis for my generation, your children
and your grandchildren. For the first time, young people have joined hands
to prevent you negotiating away our future. I was born in 1992. You have
been negotiating all my life. You cannot tell us that you need more time.”

Christina Ora
Photo by Emily Gertz,
Oxfam America
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Severn Cullis-Suzuki

At the birth of the UNFCCC at the 1992 Earth Summit in Rio de Janeiro,
12 year-old Severn Cullis-Suzuki, a Canadian, addressed the delegates
saying: “I am here to speak for all generations to come. I am here to speak
on behalf of starving children around the world whose cries go unheard. I
am only a child, but I know we are all part of a family five billion strong – in
fact, 30 million species strong – and borders and governments will never
change that. Even when we have more than enough, we are afraid to share.
We are afraid to let go of some of our wealth. Two days ago, here in Brazil,
we were shocked when we spent some time with children living in the
streets. One child told us: “I wish I was rich. And if I were, I would give all
the street children food, clothes, medicine, shelter, love and affection.” If a
child on the streets who has nothing is willing to share – why are
we, who have everything, still so greedy? I am only a child, but I know
if all the money spent on war was spent on finding environmental answers,
ending poverty, and finding binding treaties – what a wonderful place this
world would be.”
Twenty years since Severn’s plea, negotiations continue without
many signs of real commitments to address Climate Change.
Perhaps it is because we irresponsibly leave politicians to make decisions
about the future of our planet. Politicians come and go. They are concerned
about their short-term national interests rather than global crises. Now is
the time for members of Civil Society, and the religious groupings within
this sector, to become accountable for their existence, and to lobby for and
shape Climate Change policy and actions within their nation states and
internationally.
Over the past two centuries, people’s activities have contributed to the
disastrously high levels of carbon in the atmosphere. Now is the time for
other women and men, girls and boys to reduce Greenhouse Gases through
small or bigger actions. Every light that is switched off, every heater and air
conditioning plant that is not switched on, every organic or free-range food
product, every hair product left on the supermarket shelf, every converted
politician and industrialist, helps to reverse the effects of Climate Change.
We publish this manual in the hope that the Earth calls forth its readers
– girls, boys, women and men – to join the growing number of climate
activists until a critical mass of people reduces the impact of Climate
Change, ensuring that all life on our planet continues for centuries to come.
The Grail
KwaZulu-Natal, South Africa, 5 September 2011
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Guidelines for Facilitators
The Facilitator has the crucial role of ensuring that the participants
contribute to and gain from learning situations such as workshops,
and that they enjoy learning together.
Facilitators should please read and follow these guidelines very
carefully.

Working with the themes
“Emthonjeni – Come to the Wellspring” covers 7 themes. Each
theme contains three or four learning events that are set out in
a logical order. Each learning event should take approximately
90 minutes to complete. Please time each part and keep to that
timing to ensure that all the material is covered.
Each theme contains instructions for Facilitators in the narrow
column marked with this icon:

F

The Facilitator prepares
Before you get to the workshop, spend some hours reading through
the themes you will be using and preparing the materials you will
need.
Process is HOW you do the
learning event. It includes the
way the room is arranged,
the amount of time spent on
each part, the Codes and
Questions, the way you use
newsprint and felt pens, and
the use of group process.
Content is WHAT you tell
the participants. It is the
information you give them.
That information is included
under each theme. You will
find it in the body of the text.

How to use Process and Content to promote the
best learning environment
Look for the Process and Content in the themes. Both are very
important and are inter-related.

The use of different processes
Room setting Before the participants come into the room, make
sure that the working environment is good. Remove distractions
like newsprint from previous groups or sessions. If there are
inappropriate pictures on the walls, take them down carefully and
put them somewhere safe until the end of the workshop. Arrange
the chairs in a neat circle or semi-circle according to what you are
planning to do and make sure that everyone can see everyone else.
Norms Guide the participants to draw up a list of norms, relating
to their behaviour – such as use of cellphones, participation, respect
for people and property, noise, food, sleeping times, punctuality.
Norms help to create a good atmosphere throughout the workshop.
Trust building Do a trust building exercise early on in the
workshop to enable the participants to be open to one another
during later sessions.

viii

The size of groups Some sessions are done in plenary
sessions (everyone together). In plenary sessions make sure
that everyone speaks, by inviting the quiet ones to join in. Use
buzz groups in a plenary session. In a buzz group two or three
participants who are sitting next to each other share ideas for a few
minutes.
Discussion groups Divide participants into groups when they
are going to work on a task for 20 to 30 minutes. Make sure that
all the chairs in each circle are facing into the circle and that the
chairs are close together. A good number for a discussion group is
7 people.
Times alone Many people do not have time on their own to
reflect and get in touch with their deepest selves. Make sure that
times for solitude are built into the workshop.

Codes and the steps of Analysis
Once you get used to using Codes, you will start seeing “codes” in
many situations. There are a number of examples of Codes in the
manual, marked with this icon:

CODE

When you use a short play for a Code, prepare it very carefully
with the participants who are going to act it. Ask them to practise
it more than once and to correct mistakes. Help the actors to
understand that the short play is an educational tool, not a drama.
Don’t allow them to add anything because that can make the
participants miss the point of the Code. Keep Codes short.
It is important that the Code portrays a familiar experience, but the
scene or situation should not be directly about any person in the
group. The Code should allow some distance between the problem
and the audience. When a play is used, ask the actors to choose
other names.
Before the Code is done, make sure that all the participants are
quiet and attentive. Tell them to watch and listen very well to the
short play they are going to see.
The questions for Analysis after the Code will vary according
to the type of Code you use, but always follow these steps in
sequence:
STEP 1: What do you see happening here? What did you
hear?
Make sure that the participants talk only about the Code until
everything has been described. Inexperienced facilitators move too
quickly through Steps 1 and 2.
Emthonjeni Part 2: Exploring Change in a Climate-Changing World
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STEP 2: Why does this happen?
If they talk about other things, bring them back to the Code. When
they are discussing a generative theme, it is often difficult to keep the
participants focused on the Code.
After this discussion, decode the actors (take off their code names
or any other play material they used), because they are now going to
discuss real life – their lived experiences.
STEP 3: Have you yourself ever experienced what you saw/
heard in this play, picture, story?
Sometimes it is good to have a short buzz group at this point with a
plenary report from all buzz groups.
STEP 4: Why does this happen in your lives?
Dig deeply for all the causes, asking But Why? But Why? But Why?
Sometimes related things will be discussed.
STEP 5: Present the content to help answer the But Whys?
You will find this content in the body of the text, sometimes with subheadings.
Information is power, so present it in a way that will empower the
participants with knowledge. Never just read the content from the
book.
STEP 6: Use action plans or activities to address the problem.
Follow the suggestions in the manual. Activities are marked with this
icon:

A

Some suggestions for presenting Content

In your planning
make sure that you
leave enough time for
the activities, times for
solitude, prayer times,
meditations and rituals.

x

 Use flash cards: Write key words or phrases on pieces of paper
beforehand. The flash cards must be in the correct sequence and
have pieces of sticky gum on the back for sticking to the wall
easily. Build up your input on the wall as you present.
 Get information from the participants by asking questions
and using buzz groups.
 Make photocopies of the content and divide it among the
participants for groups, twos or individuals to prepare and
present. This method helps them to internalise the content.
 Watch the body language of the participants. If they show
signs of getting tired, use energisers to build up their energy. If
possible, create an energiser that reinforces the content.
 Follow the suggestions in the manual.

Them

e

1

EARTH AND ENVIRONMENT
The Earth and Climate Change

This theme aims to enable the participants to understand more deeply the implications of
Climate Change and to decide how they can best mitigate and develop resillience against it.

1. Air is Life

A


Open your hands and place them gently on
your diaphragm (the area on top of your ribs, below
the breasts), with the fingertips of one hand touching those
of the other. Breathe deeply in and out, in and out. What
is happening in your lungs under your hands? You are
breathing in air filled with oxygen and breathing out carbon
dioxide.

F

Ask all the participants
to stand up. Then lead
them through the steps of this
activity.

 Now hold your breath. Stop breathing. What happens? It
is not possible to do that for long. The life force inside you
demands the oxygen to keep it alive. You will gasp as the
oxygen flows swiftly into your lungs. How long can you live
without breathing? Four or five minutes? Probably no more
than three.
Air is Life. It is one of 4 elements we can’t live without. In the
first Emthonjeni Manual, we dealt in depth with the soil.
In this Manual, we will consider air and the sun (energy). In Manual
3, we will discuss the fourth essential element, water.

F

With the help of the
participants give a brief
recap of the soil (Emthonjeni Part
1, pages 43-52).

The atmosphere is a thick layer of air surrounding the earth.
Three-quarters of the atmosphere is in a layer 11km deep and
closest to the Earth. The atmosphere gets thinner and thinner
from there to 100km up, where it ends. The atmosphere acts like
a blanket around the earth, and holds enough heat for all
creatures to survive.
What are the gases in the atmosphere? One-fifth (nearly 21%)
of the atmosphere comprises oxygen (O2). Another gas is carbon
dioxide (CO2), a natural gas vital for living organisms. Human
activities such as burning coal, grass and wood, and breathing
also emit CO2. Carbon monoxide from the emissions of vehicle
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F

Show the world map.
Ask the participants to
point out the great rainforests
of the Amazon, the Congo and
Indonesia. Why do we call the
rainforests the earth’s lungs?

exhausts, methane gas from rubbish dumps and animals passing
wind, nitrogen dioxide (NO2) – the main ingredient of artificial
fertiliser – and sulphur dioxide (SO2) from the burning of coal
and petroleum, ozone and water vapour are also found in the
atmosphere.
In the past the huge tropical forests and other ecosystems of the
world kept the balance in the atmosphere. The trees and plants
breathed in the carbon dioxide and gave back oxygen.

Dark areas represent tropical forests

F

Ask where our lungs
are in relation to the
rest of our bodies. Roughly in
the middle. Where are the great
rainforests? Like our lungs, they
are situated in the middle, around
the warm Equator

F

You will need
one light blanket or
sheet and 7 dark blankets or
coats. Label the light blanket
“atmosphere”. Label the 7 dark
blankets “pollution”. Choose 8
actors. Give Earth the blanket
labelled “atmosphere”. Give
dark blankets to the other
actors: Car, Factory, Farmer,
Chainsaw, Coal, Oil, Gas.

2

The indigenous forests are also called Carbon Sinks. They clean
the air for us and for other creatures by sequestering (storing
and holding) carbon dioxide and breathing out oxygen. We are in
Communion with Trees and Plants as we breathe.

2. Global Warming and Climate Change
Global Warming is the term used to explain that land and water
surfaces are heating up too much. How does it happen?

CODE
Scene 1

The Atmosphere
1740

Earth: (She sits on her own in the middle of the stage looking
around her, covered with a light blanket.) “It’s 1740. I have
been in existence for 4½ billion years. Many wonderful things
have happened to me. I have developed an atmosphere with
oxygen around my body.” (She holds out the blanket.) “I am
very comfortable, not too hot and not too cold. I have tall forests

Theme 1: Earth and Environment

as well as beautiful plants and flowers to cover and protect my
soil. Many beautiful animals and insects fly, walk, run, slither
and crawl all over me. But the best creatures of all are the men,
women, boys and girls who have recently evolved. They respect
me and all my other creatures. They have named them “elephant”,
“snake”, “ant”, and “bird”. They recently began to plant gardens,
and I am pleased to see that they understand my seasons and
know how to use my resources to grow food. I am very happy
when I look around me.”

Scene 2

2011

Earth continues to sit there. A number of participants come
onto the stage and take turns to act their parts.
Car: (She runs around making car sounds.):“Am I not beautiful?
Look how my body shines and how fast I can travel. I make people
very happy!” (The car then covers Earth with a blanket and
stands to one side.)
Factory: (She stays in one place making the sound of a machine.)
“See how hard my people are working. They are making many
things that people want.” (The factory then covers Earth with
another blanket and moves to the side.)
Farmer: (She walks around pointing to the crops and cattle.) “I feed
the people. Look at all the tractors that plough up the grasslands,
drain the wetlands and fertilise my new fields. See my cattle eating
in the feedlot and my cows being milked by computer. I have
studied new farming methods. I am not old-fashioned like my
ancestors were.” (The Farmer then covers Earth with another
blanket and moves to the side.)
Chainsaw: (She cuts down imaginary trees, making the noise of a
chainsaw.) “I am such a good invention. I can cut down a whole
forest so that people will have furniture and paper and the
farmers can grow food for their cattle.” (She puts a blanket on
Earth and moves to the side.)
Coal, Oil and Gas: (with arms around one another) “Please clap
for us. We are the fossil fuels that make the world go round. We
provide heat, light and fuel for the factories, the cars, the farmers
and the people. Without us the world would not develop.” (They
each put a blanket on Earth.)
All the actors come back into the centre of the stage and make
the noises of their trade, all at the same time, for a short while.
Earth: (shouts out) “Please stop that noise!” (They are then quiet.)
“What has happened to my beautiful body? I can’t breathe
properly,” (coughs and chokes) “and I am so hot that I am going to
boil or burn to death. People, what are you doing to me?”
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This is the end of
the role play. Lead
the participants through the 4
Questions of Analysis. During
the discussion make sure
that they understand that the
first blanket represents clean
atmosphere and that the other
blankets represent polluted
air. Then move onto explaining
Global Warming.

3

The sun’s rays travel through the atmosphere as Short Wave
Radiation, and warm the surface of the earth – the fields, the
grasslands, the sea, roads and buildings. The earth then lets off
Long Wave Radiation which reflects back through the atmosphere
and escapes. The rays moving out through the atmosphere are
weaker because the Earth has absorbed some of the heat.
Global Warming is entirely anthropogenic (caused by people).
Since 1750, at the beginning of the Industrial Revolution, human
beings have been interfering drastically with the natural balance of
gases in the atmosphere, causing pollution. Air pollution consists
of harmful particulates (fine particles of solids or liquids suspended
in a gas). The naked eye can’t see particulates, but when millions
collect together in the atmosphere they are seen pouring out of the
smoke stacks of factories and power stations, petrol refineries, car
exhausts in cold weather, and suspended over towns and cities. A
thick pall of orange/grey polluted air often covers cities.
Scientists have instruments to take a sample of air and measure its
components. Before the Industrial Revolution there were 278ppm
(parts per million) of CO2 in the atmosphere. That means that 278
of each million parts were CO2. At the moment there are between
368ppm and 387ppm, depending on the seasons and other factors
such as how well economies are doing.

The size of 1 tonne of carbon
Photo by WLTP, taken at UNFCCC COP15 in Copenhagen, 2009

4
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The gases in the atmosphere are called Greenhouse Gases
(GHG) because they act in a similar way to a greenhouse. People
build greenhouses of transparent glass that traps the sun’s rays.
This warms the building for plants to grow in winter. When the
atmosphere is polluted, it acts like a blanket, trapping Long Wave
Radiation (heat). The blanket of the atmosphere now has too much
carbon and other climate changing gases and the Earth is warmer
than it has been for billions of years. This is called Global Warming.
Over the next 15 years, the polluting CO2 must be reduced to
350ppm to prevent the earth heating up 2º or more above what
it was in the middle of the 18th Century. We are adding at least 6
billion tonnes of carbon to the atmosphere every year.
Global warming is wreaking havoc with the earth’s weather, leading
to Climate Change. Climate is a yearly pattern of weather
conditions – rain, frost, dew, mist, hail, snow, winds and
temperature – that occur regularly in a particular place.

The Anthropogenic (Human) Causes of Climate
Change
The world population in 2011 is 6,78 billion people. By
2040 it is expected to rise to 9 billion. If human beings don’t
change the way they live, “business as usual”, by 2040 the
temperature will rise so high that there will be a total world
disaster. How are human activities contributing to Global
Warming and Climate Change?

F

Ask the participants
to discuss in buzz
groups and report on the
human activities causing Global
Warming and Climate Change.
Make sure these are included:

 The mining and burning of coal, oil or natural gas.
For billions of years, carbon has been stored inside the earth
as large deposits of coal, oil and gas called fossil fuels.
They were separated from the carbon in the atmosphere by
photosynthesising green plants that later dried and became
fossilised. Burning fossil fuels releases carbon from its safe
storage places in the earth. Fossil fuels provide more than 85
per cent of all energy worldwide.
 Industrial non-organic agriculture contributes a total of
18% of the world’s GHGases.
 The ploughing of grasslands and clearing of indigenous
forests (deforestation) in the past 150 years caused a 38%
increase in atmospheric CO2 and other harmful GHG.
 Large-scale industrial timber plantations and the pulp
and paper industry. Large amounts of carbon escape into the
atmosphere when pastures, grasslands and wetlands are dug
up to grow mono-culture, alien trees. CO2 is released when the
trees are cut down for sawmills and industries that manufacture
paper, packaging and furniture.
Emthonjeni Part 2: Exploring Change in a Climate-Changing World
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Stacks of servers in a data centre
 Other pollutants are waste incinerators, ships and aircraft,
fumes from paint, hair spray, deodorants, and so-called “air
fresheners”.
 The Internet (computers and cell phones). Many people
are using the Internet each day. They reach the data centre
by means of computer servers about the size of a large book.
One server uses little electricity, but the Internet uses millions
of them at a time. The global Information Technology Industry
generates more than 2% of carbon emissions, about as
much as the world’s airlines do. Most servers are stacked in
cabinets in large buildings. Huge amounts of electricity-guzzling
air-conditioning prevent them from overheating.
When you send an email, an SMS or text message, jokes or chain
letters, do a search, twit on Twitter, chat on MX-it or visit facebook,
you use the data centres and their servers. Five minutes on the
Internet generate about 7 grams of carbon dioxide. How much
carbon, approximately, does Google produce with its 200 million
5-minute searches daily?

F

Ask the participants
to buzz and report on
what they know before they
read further. Make sure the
effects listed here are included.

6

What will happen if Climate Change is not urgently
mitigated?
For Farmers. The climate is changing, making seasonal weather
unpredictable. Farmers can no longer rely on the weather and there
are many crop failures as the result of extreme weather events like
floods and droughts.

Theme 1: Earth and Environment

Many species of plants and animals, like polar bears, that are
adapted to colder climates, are in danger of becoming extinct.
In South Africa, the western part of the country is becoming
drier and the beautiful fynbos of the Cape Floristic Kingdom
is threatened. The Eastern Cape and KwaZulu-Natal will have
more rainfall. The areas north of the Ukhahlamba Drakensberg
Escarpment will become drier.
Alien invasive trees, shrubs and other plants will spread
more quickly, taking over pasture lands and helping to cause
runaway fires, especially in the Western Cape.
The warmer weather is producing new types of human and animal
diseases and increasing the incidence of others like cholera and
malaria. Malaria is increasing and will spread to areas that were
malaria-free, like Durban, in the future.
There is a huge decline of amphibians globally. Because frogs
are very sensitive to changes in temperature and rainfall, they are
indicators of the serious problems in the environment.
The ice caps on the highest mountains in Africa, like Mount
Kilimanjaro and Mount Kenya, and on the Andes in South
America, are shrinking. Coffee and other farmers in the foothills of
these great mountains are suffering because there is less ice to melt
and therefore less water for their crops. .
Photo: NASA

The ice masses at the North and South Poles are melting
and causing sea levels to rise. Small Island States like those in
the Indian Ocean, the Seychelles, Zanzibar, and the Maldives are
in danger from rising sea levels. Many Small Island States in the
Pacific Ocean are already beginning to be flooded by the sea.
Trillions of hectares that should be growing food will disappear into
the sea. Millions of people will have to be evacuated from lowlying areas in countries that border the sea, resulting in millions of
hungry Climate Change refugees. Parts of Durban, Maputo,
Dar-es-Salaam, Mombasa, New York, London and other coastal
cities will become permanently flooded.
The sea. The higher temperatures and industrial and other
pollution that enters the sea through rivers and ships cause acidity
that is killing the coral and kelp. Kelp grows in marine forests
that sequester carbon in the same way as land forests do. Coral,
an animal that forms calcium structures that look like beautiful
flowers, provides habitat and breeding grounds for fish. Fish stocks
are dwindling, fishing jobs are being lost and people are going
hungry.

The melting ice cap on Mount
Kilimanjaro: Feb 1993 and Feb
2000.

Refugees. Approximately 47 million people will be displaced
because of Climate Change.
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What is being done to save the Earth and all its
creatures?

F

Ask the participants
to say what they know
is being done. Make sure this
information is included:

F

Show the
picture of the size of
1 tonne of carbon again (page
4) and ask the participants to
imagine how much carbon a
gigatonne is.

Top climate scientists in the world have been warning that the
GHG content in the atmosphere is growing every year. The United
Nations took the scientists’ warnings seriously. At the UN Earth
Summit in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, in 1992, member countries
established an international body, the UN Framework Convention
on Climate Change (UNFCCC). There are now 193 signatories.
Carbon dioxide remains in the atmosphere for centuries. The
UNFCCC recognises that the industrialised nations are historically
responsible for about 75% of the total carbon emissions. They
were required to ‘peak’ their emissions by the year 2000 (reach a
maximum and then start reducing them). But the peaking has not
yet begun. The industrialised countries have agreed to reduce their
emissions by 3,8 gigatonnes by 2020, while the developing nations,
mainly China, India and Brazil, agreed to reduce future emissions
by 5,2 gigatonnes at the COP 16 in Cancun, Mexico in 2010. (A
gigatonne is a billion tons of carbon.) The developing world has
therefore agreed to larger cuts than industrialised countries. There
is still a 14,0 gigatonne gap of carbon cuts that have to be made by
2020 to keep temperature increases below the 2ºC danger level.
Obviously the Global North has to make these cuts to compensate
for the large amount of carbon they have produced. They also
have the mitigation technology to do this. Up till now they have
lacked the will.
The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC)
The UN appointed this panel of international climate scientists.
They meet every 5 years to discuss the latest research and to
produce a detailed report. They found that since 1740, the earth’s
temperature has increased by 0,8º Celsius.
The Kyoto Protocol came into force in 2005 after being
negotiated in 1997 at a UNFCCC meeting in Kyoto, Japan.
192 countries have signed the agreement that binds the
industrialised countries to reduce their carbon emissions by 5%
from 1990 levels by 2012.
The United States refused to sign and is not bound by the
legal targets. Many Americans are in Climate Change denial. The
US House of Representatives in 2011 voted 240-184 against the
following resolution: “Climate change is occurring, is caused
largely by human activities, and poses significant risks for
public health and welfare.”
The Kyoto Protocol recognises two kinds of states in an annex to
the agreement:
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 Annex 1 Countries are heavily industrialised or are in
transition towards industrialisation. They emit huge amounts of
carbon. There are 37 Annex 1 countries, including Germany,
the UK, France, Italy, Russia, Japan, Sweden, Spain. Very few
of these countries have met the 5% Kyoto targets.
 Non-Annex 1 Countries are the developing countries that
number more than 150, including South Africa. Their carbon
footprints are smaller in comparison.
The negotiations for an extended Kyoto Protocol in 2013
will be very difficult. Many of the industrialised nations are
trying to get rid of the Kyoto Protocol. The USA wants to replace
it with a voluntary system! Bolivia, on the other hand, is leading
a world movement to keep the Kyoto Protocol alive because it is
the only legally-binding treaty to reduce emissions. After
nearly 20 years of negotiations, carbon levels in the atmosphere in
2010 hit a record high of 30,6 gigatonnes. Instead of concentrating
on how to reduce the gap of 14 gigatonnes, the Global North
is arguing about how to count emissions and what constitutes a
reduction. There are also many loopholes for the Annex 1 countries
in relation to carbon trading and offsets. (See Theme 2, Economic
Literacy).

Climate Change Mitigation
 Increase the use of Renewable Energy (RE). The three
most important sources of RE at present are solar energy, hydro
energy and wind energy. Solar energy is obtained from the
Sun’s rays. It can be used for electricity in homes as well as
industries. Hydro energy is produced by using running water
and wind energy is generated as air spins the blades of a
windmill. RE can also be produced from renewable biomass,
plant or animal waste, or decomposed material chemically
treated for the generation of power; and from bio-digesters
which produce methane from human and animal excrement
and plant matter.

F

Ask the participants
to move into groups
of 7 to look back at the causes
and effects of Climate Change
and suggest ways to reduce the
climate pollution gases in the
atmosphere from 387ppm to
350ppm.
After they have reported, add
these solutions if they have not
mentioned them.

Photo: Alex McGregor

Photo: Jose M Rus

Wind energy
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 Improve public transport and bicycles. Use cars less.
 Impose carbon and other taxes on fossil fuel products, like fertiliser and diesel,
and the huge amounts of electricity used in non-organic commercial agriculture, so
that the true cost to the earth is reflected in the prices of agricultural products.
 Change farming methods by providing tax incentives and agricultural grants to
encourage commercial factory farmers to change to commercial organic farming
and permaculture. Teach them to use and preserve traditional seeds and use
Indigenous Knowledge. Woolworths, in their programme “Farming for the
Future”, is assisting farmers to change to organic production methods and to market
their produce.
 Stop deforestation (cutting down trees in indigenous forests). Plant indigenous
trees to restore the millions of hectares of original forest that have been lost. One
indigenous tree can supply oxygen for 40 people.
 Recapture or “sequester” carbon from the atmosphere in soils and vegetation
by saving the grasslands and restoring wetlands that have been drained.
 Remove alien vegetation and replace it with indigenous vegetation.
 Lifestyle changes – small is beautiful. Smaller houses use less cement and
heating, small cars need less steel and fuel, smaller lounge and bedroom suites use
less wood. Eat less meat. By 2040, people will have to eat 30% less meat and milk
so that there is enough food for all.
 Follow the advice of a Hindu who said “Eat less. It takes a shorter time to prepare
and eat your food, leaving you healthier and with more time for other things.”
 Ban the production and use of incandescent light bulbs as well as plastic
bags. Cut down on the use of plastic. It comes from oil.
 Lobby Americans to take Climate Change seriously and make drastic
changes to their lifestyles.
 Prioritise energy efficiency. Turn down the heating and wear warm clothes. Use
daylight hours to work, and sleep when it is dark. Go to bed an hour earlier and
get up when the sun rises. Switch off lights, air conditioning, geysers and computers
when you are not using them. Change the designs of houses, factories, offices,
energy appliances and cars.

Photo: Michael Dawes

Restoring and conserving mangroves along the coastline is one example of adaptation.
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Adaptation
Adaptation means finding ways to adjust to, prepare for or protect
against the effects of Climate Change. Mitigation is the priority,
but in some places, Climate Change is already being felt and
adaptation strategies have to be implemented. Dramatic weather
changes like droughts, fires, tornadoes and floods are already
happening and are affecting millions of people.

F

Ask the participants
to buzz about ways to
adapt to Climate Change.

Some examples of adaptation:
 In places where malaria increases because of hotter, wetter
weather, people sleep under mosquito nets. Some encourage
bats to eat the mosquitoes by building bat boxes.
 Alien vegetation removal programmes to safeguard pastures
and biodiversity.
 Growing your own organic food and investing in water
harvesting by buying or building tanks, so that when farmers’
crops fail, you will still have food to eat.
 Building housing that is more resilient to extreme weather.
 Restoring mangrove swamps along coastlines.
 Scientists working in Zanzibar, Tanzania, found that a
temperature rise of more than one degree Celsius and a
200mm increase in the average rainfall for a particular month
was followed by an outbreak of cholera in the following
month. They have helped the government to prevent cholera
epidemics by predicting cholera outbreaks.

3. Ethics and Morality
Climate Change poses many questions for us as human beings.
As religious people and people who care, we have to rethink what
is right, what is wrong and what is sinful behaviour. We need to
look at ourselves and the way we live to decide whether we are
behaving morally. We will examine some issues.

South Africa’s Carbon Emissions
South Africa’s CO2 emissions are the highest per capita in the
world, and the country contributes more than 40% of Africa’s
carbon emissions. SA is short of electricity and Eskom’s solution
is to build two more coal-fired power stations, Medupi and Kusile
in Limpopo, that will increase South Africa’s carbon emissions.
South African citizens, through their taxes and their ever increasing
electricity bills, are paying for the new power stations – paying for
pollution, paying to hasten the progress of Climate Change. Coal
mines cause loss of biodiversity as they destroy precious, beautiful
grasslands that sequester carbon very efficiently. They pollute air
and rivers and cause health problems.
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Human beings can
make choices. The
choices you make could make
you part of the problem of
Climate Change or part of the
solution.
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A

F

The participants
return to the plenary
group to share their thoughts.
Write them down.

A

Go and sit on your own for 30 minutes and think about all the
things you have learned about Climate Change. Then answer
the questions: “How am I and my family contributing to GHG
emissions and Climate Change?” “Am I in the 7% that consumes so
much?” “If I am not, do I desire to live that 7% consumer lifestyle?” “What
are the possessions that would move me there?” “In what ways can I cut
my carbon emissions, change my values and my lifestyle to ensure that
there is a future for the generations to follow?”

Climate Change Negotiations
Organise yourselves to participate in this imaginary drama by choosing characters from the cast. Then act
it out, sitting in a big room or hall. You will have to speak loudly so that everyone can hear. Some people
can do more than one part.

CAST:
Industrialised Countries: Germany, UK, EU USA, The
Netherlands, Japan
Developing Countries: China, India, Brazil, South Africa,
Seychelles, Maldives, Tuvalu, Bolivia
Indigenous Plants and animals: Amazon Rainforest, Indonesian
Rainforest, Congo Rainforest, Cape Fynbos, Animals in the Maasai
Mara Park in Kenya
Human groups: Australian Environmentalists, Poor People of the
World, People of the Rainforests

Before you start, work in groups to find out where each character in the cast is located on the map of
the world.
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Maldives: We are slowly drowning and have already made plans to evacuate our people from coastal areas.
When Climate Change really takes effect we want other countries to take three thousand of our Climate
Change refugees?
Tuvalu: Our situation is worse. We are expecting to disappear completely. We are already sinking into the Pacific
Ocean and have had to evacuate people permanently from some of our islands.
Germany: We are still trying to help the people from the former Communist countries get on their feet. We can’t
help you. Try the UK
UK: We already have a high unemployment rate. There is space in Scotland and Wales, but refugees prefer to stay
around the cities in England. We can’t take in more people.
The Netherlands: We can’t help. We are very over-crowded. Large parts of our land are polders reclaimed from
the sea. We are very worried that we may have to move many people if the sea breaks over the barriers we
have built.
South Africa: Sorry. We have millions of people from other parts of Africa coming here to look for work. The
political problems in Zimbabwe and Somalia, and the droughts in East Africa, have brought large numbers of
people looking for survival.
Amazon Rainforest: Are you aware that people are cutting us down to make way for fields of soy and maize,
to feed cattle for hamburgers in the USA and to make agro-fuels for the cars in Europe? Are you aware
that the beef eaten in the wealthy Global North, including wealthy parts of Southern countries, contributes
to Climate Change? Do you know that a cow eats 8kg of food for every kilogram of beef she produces;
whereas a kilogram of chicken needs just 2kg of feed?
India: People of the Global North, try vegetarian curry or biriyani with roti. It’s delicious!
Brazil: If the Annex 1 Countries would stop cutting down the trees, our forests would be taking huge amounts of
carbon out of the air.
EU Countries: We are trying to stop the illegal loggers, and we have certification to say that the wood and
furniture in the EU is obtained from sustainable forest harvesting, but your officials sell logs illegally.
The Congo Rainforest: Illegal loggers are also cutting us down. They have built roads that assist the bush meat
traders to reach deep into us to kill our apes, chimpanzees and buck. We want to sequester the carbon in
the air to make the earth a good place for all its people and creatures, but it is becoming more and more
difficult to breathe.
Indonesian Rainforest: We are the planet’s lungs, but loggers are cutting us down by as much as a football field
every day. Trying to breathe with some of your lungs cut out is like a long asthma attack. We can no longer
do our work to breathe in carbon.
Tuvalu: What are you countries near us going to do to help us? Japan, you are an industrial country with huge
emissions. And Australia?
Japan: We are very sorry for all the pollution we have caused in the past. We are the world leaders in technology
that will cut down fossil fuels, but we are still struggling after the 2011 earthquake and tsunami and the
nuclear disaster it caused at Fukushima. It taught us not to rely on nuclear energy. We have decided to give
priority to developing Renewable Energy sources. We are the leading manufacturers of small cars. We plan
to mass produce hybrid cars that use less fossil fuels.
The Netherlands: That is all very well, Japan, but your hybrid cars are far too expensive. Here in the Netherlands,
hundreds of thousands of people go to work by bicycle and train. Our stations have bicycle parks and our
roads have bicycle lanes. We plan to reduce our carbon footprint by 6% by 2020, using a lot of agro-fuels to
replace fossil fuels.
Australian Environmentalists: Pacific Islands, you are right. We will support you in all future negotiations. But we
have had a lot of extreme weather events in the past few years – floods, and heat waves that cause bush
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fires. Our government has used all our resources responding to these problems and has none left for
Renewable Energy development.
Bolivia: We want the UN to establish an international court of climate justice. This would monitor the impacts and
the suffering caused by Climate Change, not only to people but to Mother Earth. The glaciers in the Andes
are melting, deserts are growing in Africa, Small Island States are disappearing under the sea. Join us in
demanding that the Kyoto Protocol remains.
All Developing Countries: We want the industrial countries to cut GHG emissions to below 350 ppm by 2020.
We can’t wait till 2050. There will be no Earth left by then.
All Industrial Countries: We want you Developing Countries to cut your emissions too. We all share this world.
We have equal responsibility for ensuring its future.
All Developing Countries: That is not fair. Although you make up only 20% of the world’s population, you have
contributed 75% of the emissions since the beginning of factories and the Industrial Revolution in 1750.
At that time we were herding our cows and living sustainably in the rainforests and fields of the world.
Each person in the industrial countries emits four times as much carbon as we do and historically you have
emitted over 10 times as much. Just look at you, USA. Your population is less than a quarter of the Chinese
population but you pollute much more than they do. Americans don’t want to change their lifestyles.
USA.: Please understand. There are many political challenges in our country and we are moving as fast as we can.
The Republican Party represents those Americans who do not want to change to a low carbon economy.
Car manufacturers and workers do not want a good public transport system because fewer cars will result
in fewer jobs. We are afraid to act because the Democratic Party will lose the next presidential election if we
do.
Everyone: That is totally unacceptable. The USA is the biggest polluter and the main contributor to Climate
Change. The future of the world and all its people and creatures cannot be sacrificed on the altar of
American politics.
Developing Countries: We want to build cleaner industries and use renewable energy like solar or wind power,
but we can’t afford them. We need technical and financial help from the industrialised countries to build our
skills base and protect ourselves against the effects of Climate Change. Please contribute to the financial
funds to promote clean technologies.
Poor People of the World: Are you Developing Countries aware that we are starving? The gap between the rich
and the poor is growing daily. There is plenty of food, but it is not reaching our stomachs. Only half of the
grain harvested is eaten by humans. There are food crises in 37 countries. One hundred million people are
being pushed into deeper poverty.
People of the Rainforests: Yes. Our trees are being cut down and our land is being stolen to make ethanol from
soy, sugar cane and canola. Are you car drivers in the USA and Europe aware that the grain needed to make
fuel for one tank of your luxury car could feed one person for a year?
Animals in the Maasai Mara Park in Kenya: We are being killed by hungry people who live on the borders of
the Park. No-one thinks that we have rights to live too. Human beings are always given priority in our world.
We are victims of politicians who spend years talking instead of acting to show that there is a crisis.
Cape Fynbos: We agree with you animals. We are totally unique. Our proteas and other beautiful flowers are
endemic to the Western Cape. People come from all over the world to admire us. Climate Change will
reduce our rain supply and we are going to die out.
Poor people of the World and the Rainforests: Middle Class and Rich People, if you really care about us going
hungry, eat less meat. Keep it, as most societies have done until recently, for special occasions. And drive
smaller cars or use public transport to cut your carbon emissions.
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4. Reflection on the Work of the Holy Spirit
The Holy Spirit is often described as “air”, “fire”, “breath”, “gentle
breeze”, or “wind”. The Holy Spirit is Life, a Flow of Energy that
came into being at the dawn of Creation, 14 billion years ago,
and has been breathing life and energy into living creatures ever
since. Creation receives life through the gases in the thick layer of
atmosphere. Two billion years ago, the miracle of oxygen began a
long process that resulted in life as we know it on our planet today.
All Earth’s diverse and beautiful creatures – images of the Creator
– need oxygen to survive, and the Creator Spirit lives in each one –
in frogs, in snakes, in insects, in birds, in flowers, in rivers, in trees,
in grasses, in mammals and in human beings. The Earth is the
living Body of Christ.
The Creator Spirit moves the process of Creation forward by calling
each creature to reach its fulfilment (John Chapter 17). The Creator
calls all creatures to be in Communion with the Spirit and among
themselves, and gave us work to do for one another. The bees
and insects pollinate the flowers so that they can bear fruit and
vegetables. Trees and plants breathe in the carbon dioxide that we
breathe out, and so keep a balance of gases in the atmosphere. We
are all interconnected and should be one whole working together.
Unfortunately, Evil is at work in the world and the Body of Christ is
sick to death. The Earth is going to become Hellfire and Damnation
unless a miracle, involving all of us, can save our planet from total
destruction in 50 years’ time.

F

Introduce this
section by reading the
following to the participants:
“When we consider the
challenges of Climate Change,
it can become overwhelming.
It is also depressing to see how
slowly the world’s governments
are moving. At times like this, it
is important to remember that
Climate Change is a thirty- to
forty-year long project. The
small actions you do now will
bear fruit much later. Call on
the Holy Spirit to be with you,
to give you hope, courage,
patience, wisdom and strength
for the long haul.”

F

Ask the participants
to look back at what
they have learned about CC
and give examples of the
Spirit at work, e.g. the work
of scientists, the UNFCCC

The Creator Spirit hears the cries and groaning of its creatures
in their distress and is aware of the sins of the human species
that are threatening Communion. The Holy Spirit is still blowing
everywhere, inspiring men and women, girls and boys to work hard
to protect the Planet. Where the Spirit blows, the unimaginable can
happen because the Spirit cannot be controlled. The Holy Spirit
is drawing Creation towards a new future, giving it the power to
transcend itself and become more than it is.

A

Allow the Holy Spirit to work in you to save the Earth and all its
creatures. Sit quietly in the whole group, with your eyes shut for
15 minutes. Meditate on the work of the Holy Spirit. Make some
resolutions. Ask the Holy Spirit to help you keep them.

F

Invite individuals to
pray aloud. End the
prayer time with an appropriate
song or this prayer.

“Come Holy Spirit,
fill the hearts of your faithful
and light up in them the fire of your love.
Send your Spirit,
we shall be created
and You will renew the face of the Earth.”
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ECONOMIC LITERACY

2

The Economics of Climate Change

Economics is about good governance of the Earth’s resources to ensure that all creatures have
what they need to sustain life in all its forms from one generation to the next. Human beings are
fixated on the concepts of growth and consumption and the economic model called Capitalism
that has caused the crisis of Global Warming and Climate Change. There is a great urgency to
start developing alternative economies.

1. A Taste of Capitalism

F

Before the
workshop, buy and
prepare the materials you will
need.
Materials:
 Coloured cardboard:
One sheet of light
cardboard in each of the
following colours: gold,
green, red, white and blue
 A pair of scissors
 Used envelopes: one for
each participant, plus one
for demonstration chips
and one for bonus cards
 Rubber bands: 3
 White paper: 23 halfpages of white paper
 Newsprint: 4 sheets
 Safety pins: 23
 Marker pen (thick koki
pen)

The Grail is grateful to Simulated
Training Systems for permission to
use Star Power.
www.SimulatedTrainingSystems.
com
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CODE

Star Power

F
Participants:
These instructions are for 23 players. You will have to make
adjustments if there are more or fewer. Use a ratio of the numbers
given in the instructions.
The participants are assigned to the following 3 groups: Circles (7
people), Squares (4 people) and Stars (12 people). If there are one or
two more, make them Stars.
Preparation:
Follow these instructions very carefully:

Step 1. Make the chips: Cut the following numbers
of 2cm × 2cm square chips from the coloured
cardboard: 120 chips altogether, made up as
follows: Gold (7) Green (13) Red (33)
White (33) Blue (34).
Step 2. Put chips in the envelopes: Take 23 used envelopes.
p Write
W it
the name “Square” on 4, “Circle” on 7 and “Star” on 12. Put 5
chips in each envelope, as follows:
“Square” envelopes:
In each, put one gold chip, one green chip and three chips
randomly selected from the colours red, white and blue. (To
select randomly, mix all the red white and blue chips; close
your eyes and choose the number of chips you need without
looking.)
“Circle” envelopes:
In one, put one gold, one green, and three randomly chosen
red, white and blue chips.
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In each of the remaining 6, put one green chip and four randomly chosen red, white and blue chips.
“Star” envelopes:
In one, put one gold, one green, and three randomly selected red, white and blue chips.
In each of the remaining 11, put 5 randomly selected red, white and blue chips.
Use rubber bands to keep the Square, Circle and Star envelopes
separated from each other.
Step 3. Demonstration chips: Put one chip of each colour into another
envelope to use when you explain the values and how to trade.

20 points

Step 4. Player symbols: Take 23 half-pages of white paper and draw one
black symbol on each one, as follows: 7 circles, 4 squares, and 12 stars.
Step 5. Bonus cards: Cut 9 bonus cards from the white cardboard, each 5cm × 5cm in size. Write “20 points”
on each one.

Every gold chip
Every green chip
Every red chip
Every white chip
Every blue chip

CHIP VALUES
= 50 points
5 chips of the same colour = 30 points
= 30 points
4 chips of the same colour = 10 points
= 10 points
3 chips of the same colour = 5 points
= 5 points
= 1 point

Step 6. Chip values: Write the Chip values on a large piece of newsprint which you will hang in a prominent
place.
RULES OF TRADING
 Each trading session takes ten minutes. During that time you try to improve your score
by trading with the players from other groups.
 To start trading you must shake the other person’s hand.
 You may only trade one chip at a time with a particular person.
 The chips that are traded must have a different value and colour.
 You may only move after you have traded a chip. If you can’t trade with someone, you
have to stay with that person for the rest of the ten-minute trading session.
 You may only talk while you are trading. This is a very strict rule. If you break it you will
be disqualified.
 If you do not want to trade, walk in silence with your arms folded.
 You must not show your chips to anyone else. This is a very strict rule.
Step 7. Rules of Trading: Write the rules on newsprint and hang them on the wall in a place where they can be
seen easily. Cover them until the game begins.
Step 8. Arrange the chairs. Ask someone to help you organise chairs in 3 different parts of the room: 7 chairs
for Circles, 4 for Squares and 12 for Stars. Put the player symbols on the chairs.
Step 9. Names of players: Write these on two sheets of newsprint to record their scores, and hang them up on
the wall.
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Trading:
 Invite the participants to start trading for ten
minutes with members of other groups.
 Stop the trading after ten minutes and ask
the groups to return to their chairs and
calculate their scores without showing their
chips to anyone. Ask the participants to
record their scores on the record sheet.
 Ask the groups to trade for another ten
minutes with members of other groups.
 Stop the trading and repeat the recording
procedure. Cross out the previous scores.
Record only the values that the players have
in their envelopes after the second trading
session.
 Explain the rules for receiving Bonus
Points. Show the groups a bonus card. Tell
them that each group will receive three
bonus cards, each worth 20 points. They
have 5 minutes to decide by consensus
how to distribute the bonus cards: all to one
person, one each to 3 people, or two to one
and one to another. If they haven’t decided
after 5 minutes, they will lose the bonus
cards.
 Hand out the bonus cards and start the
bonus session. After 5 minutes, end the
session. The people who received bonus
points add these to their scores on the
record sheet.
 All participants should watch carefully as
the Facilitator moves the players. If there is
a Circle or a Star with a higher score than
a Square, she should change groups and
become a Square. The Square with the
lowest score should swop places with the
Circle or Star. The whole group will know
that the Squares are made up of those people
with the highest scores.
 Trade again for 10 minutes. Tell them that
this time group members may trade with
one another if they want to.
 Repeat the bonus session at the end.
 Then add up points and let anyone with a
higher score swop places with a Square who
has a lower score.
 Then declare the Four Squares the winners.
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F

Explaining the Game:
Step 1. Call the participants into the room and
let them stand away from the chairs while you
explain the game. Tell the participants that this
game involves trading and bargaining and that the
four people with the highest score will win the
game. There will be a number of trading sessions.
Tell them that the game requires discipline and
silence most of the time. Anyone who breaks that
rule will have to leave the game.
Step 2. Give them the envelopes randomly and
tell them not to look inside. Send them to their
groups and tell them to attach their player
symbols clearly to their chests when they sit
down.
Step 3. Show them a chip and explain that each
chip represents an amount. Show them the chip
values. Let them look at their chips briefly to
calculate their value, keeping them hidden all the
time.
Step 4. Explain the rules of the game and make sure
that everyone understands. Demonstrate how to
trade. Without taking a chip out of the envelope,
you can just say: “I can give you a green chip. Will
you give me a gold chip in exchange?” Reply: “No,
but I can give you a red chip”.
Answer a few questions for clarification only.

F

When trading has been completed, give
the Four Squares a prize, such as a roasted
chicken (if there are vegetarians, look for a more
suitable prize). Tell the winners to give themselves
large pieces of the chicken. The Stars and Circles
will sit together and the Squares will give them
the rest of the chicken. The Squares should sit and
enjoy their chicken on their own, and the rest will
watch them while eating their bones and small
pieces of meat.
After 10 minutes stop the Code. Ask the
participants to de-code themselves, by taking off
their symbols and moving their chairs into one
group to analyse what happened.
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Decoding Star Power
Questions for Analysis

Describe what you saw happening in the game?

How did you Stars and Circles feel when the winning
Squares got most of the chicken and left you with too
little meat and bones to share among the large group
who were not Squares? How did you Squares feel
while you were eating a full meal and had more than
the others?

F

Tell the participants to reply to the
questions as though the chips were worth
thousands of Rands, Dollars or Euros.
Then ask the questions for Analysis.

F

Make sure they mention that there
were only a few Squares, more Circles
and many more Stars. The few Squares had all
the money and one Star and one Circle became a
Square.

F

Some answers could be: People are
greedy. They are only concerned about
themselves and their families. Nepotism. They don’t
care if others don’t have enough. They have lost the
religious and cultural values of sharing.

Why does this happen?

F

Do things like this happen in our areas? Have things
like this happened to me?

The Growth of Capitalism
Definition: Economics is the way in which people interact
with one another and their natural environment to produce
and obtain goods and services so that all people have what
they need to live comfortably.

We will look at food production to see how the
economy works. Meat, milk and maize are staple
foods for many people. A farmer grows maize to
feed her family, her cattle and chickens. The farmer
keeps some meat and milk for the family. She sells or
barters the rest, the surplus, to other people. All of
these activities are economic transactions.
Before the Industrial Revolution in the 1700s and
1800s, in Europe and in Africa, every homestead had
its own economic system. All homesteads had cows
and chickens and land for planting. The homesteads
were largely self-sufficient – they had enough for their
own needs, and goods were produced in and around
the home. If they needed goods they bought from
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Tell them to buzz for 5 minutes and
to share the stories. Then ask them what
they discovered about themselves during the
game? If no-one gives the answer “I wanted to get
as rich as possible”, ask them if that was not what
motivated them. Were they shocked to find that
they were like that? Why do people want more
and more? Why is it that we forget our Interiorities
when it comes to wealth and power?

F

Ask: “What is economics?”

Ask the participants to refer to the definition of
economics and name the natural elements and
creatures involved in these agricultural economic
activities.

F

Say, “There are different ways (systems)
in which goods are produced and
distributed. Can anyone name the strongest
economic system in our country?” Answer:
Capitalism. “How did Capitalism come to be?” Ask
the participants what they know. Then add the
information in the text.
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F

Ask for
examples.

others who had a surplus, or they bartered. In many parts of Africa,
this Subsistence economic system is still working.
Economics and Politics are very closely linked. Politics is about
power and how it is used. Over time, a few men became more
powerful than others by accumulating goods and wealth. They
became leaders (lords, dukes, earls, kings, monks, bishops) and
ruled the rest of the people. This was called the Feudal System.
People still had their household economies, but had less land. They
paid taxes or tithes to the landowner.
The Industrial Revolution
A huge economic revolution happened in Europe over a period of
about 150 years, from about 1750-1900. The means of production
changed when some men invented machines that could work
much faster and produce more than people working at home; for
example, huge looms to make cloth, drills for mining, robots to
build cars. The owners of the machines built big buildings (factories
and mines) for their machines and hired people to work. This new
method of production now had Owners and Workers. The owners
often treated the workers badly. They worked long hours for low
wages. Women and even small children were treated worse than
the men workers. Rural subsistence economies and home industries
collapsed. People moved to live near the factories, creating towns
and cities.

F

Remind the
participants about
the Scramble for Africa and
Colonialism in Emthonjeni 1.

F

Ask: “What are
workers’ organisations
called?” Trade Unions.

F

Ask the participants
to identify the class
struggle in their country, and
the people in these classes.
Which class do their parents
belong to?
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The owners made a lot of money, called Capital, and began to
expand their businesses. They opened factories in other parts of the
country and in other parts of the world, where they found the raw
materials to feed their production needs. This economic system
is called Capitalism.
The Capitalists formed political parties and took over the
governments of countries. (A capitalist party called the
Conservative Party (the Tories) controls the British Government at
present.) Towards the end of the 19th Century, the workers began
to organise themselves to demand safe working conditions, fair
working hours and wages.
The Trade Union struggle against Capitalist owners is ongoing.
This is called the Class Struggle – the struggle between the Upper
and Middle Classes and the Working Class.
In many countries, trade unions have formed political parties
– Communist and Labour parties – and govern their countries
when they win elections. They then make laws that favour the
workers and impose higher taxes on the owners. Trade unions are
organised internationally in the International Labour Organisation
(ILO) and the United Nations has passed laws that protect workers
Theme 2: Economic Literacy

(labour). In South Africa, the Trade Union movement Cosatu
(Congress of SA Trade Unions) is very strong and is part of the
ANC government.
Economics is about ways of Production, Distribution and
Consumption
Production
For Capitalism to succeed, goods should make profits. Capitalists
are often not concerned about their workers’ health. Many
businesses regard their workers as units or numbers. Many
capitalists use environmental resources without any thought for the
damage they are doing. They do not calculate the cost of air, soil
and water pollution, loss of biodiversity and loss of wetlands, as
they dig for resources in the earth, farm where they should not, and
build their factories and polluting smoke stacks.
Distribution
The producers distribute their products to the consumers. Some
products are made in countries on the other side of the globe and
are then shipped or flown to places where consumers will buy
them.
Consumption
We are the people who buy the goods produced by capitalists.
Capitalists want us to buy more and more of their goods. As
consumers we have power to change the way goods are
produced and distributed. We can avoid those with high carbon
footprints by asking: “Are the working conditions good for the
workers?” “Does the extraction and production process use a lot
of fossil fuels and cause environmental harm?” “How many food
miles did the product travel and on what kind of transport?”
Capitalism has to make profits. The Capitalist System makes
the rich richer and the poor poorer. 70% of the world’s poor earn
only 10% of the world’s income.
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F

Ask how
capitalists make us
buy their goods? They use
advertisements to tell us how
good their products are. (See
the chapter on Strategic
Gender Analysis for more
about how advertisements
trap girls and women to
become consumers.)

F

Refer to the Star
Power game. Ask:
“Did we experience the
Capitalist System in that
game and see how we have
internalised the Capitalist
System?” “Who did the Stars
and Circles in that game
represent in the Capitalist
System?” Give examples of
the Circle and the Star who
became a Square (capitalist).
Why do some capitalists stop
practising Capitalism?
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2. The Kyoto Protocol, Carbon Trading,
Carbon Finance and Technology Transfer
Participants need to understand the link between Climate Change
and the Capitalist system of economics.
Kyoto established a way in which the industrialised countries
could reduce their carbon emissions to stop the increase in global
warming:
1.
The Clean Development Mechanism (CDM) allows
countries and industries that are large polluters to sequestrate
(capture and store) their carbon emissions by trading carbon with
a less-polluting industry in another country. They can establish
carbon sinks by restoring or preserving an indigenous forest or
a grassland whose trees, roots, leaves, the soil and plants soak up
and store carbon dioxide. Oceans also store carbon. For every
tonne of carbon stored in a carbon sink, the Kyoto Protocol allows
the release of a tonne of carbon from fossil fuel, for example:
 The natural thicket in the Addo area near Port Elizabeth
contains a plant called spekboom that absorbs carbon
very well. Replanting large areas of degraded land with
spekboom would be highly labour intensive and would provide
employment for many years. The project could be funded by
carbon trading.
 Long-life light bulbs save a lot of electricity and carbon. Some
companies provide free compact fluorescent lamps (longlife bulbs) to offset their excessive use of carbon.
Spekboom
Photo by Robert Inglis

Many people oppose the CDM and Carbon Trading. They
say that there is still the same amount of carbon in the atmosphere
because the polluters are able to exceed their emission quotas.
And the CDM continues the reliance on fossil fuels. Many people
believe that carbon markets are keeping Capitalism alive instead of
allowing it to be replaced by a better economic system.
The Global South often loses land in carbon trading projects:
 A Northern industry funds a project in the South to grow maize
for agro-fuels to produce petrol for vehicles in the North. That
land in the South is no longer available to grow grain to feed
hungry people.
 An indigenous forest is privatised (owned by businesses) as a
carbon sink.
 Kyoto recognizes timber plantations as forests. They are used
to offset carbon emissions, but they actually produce more
carbon. When the owner converts land from permanent
pastures or natural grasslands to timber plantations there is
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a greater carbon release into the atmosphere than a carbon
capture. The harvesting, transporting and processing of timber
add more carbon.
The World Bank has established and supported carbon offset
projects in the Global South. The World Bank’s International
Finance Corporation (IFC) grants loans that increase the debt
burden of poor countries and force them into a future that depends
on fossil fuel. The World Bank in 2010 scored a new record in fossil
fuel funding. These are 2 examples:
 The Tata Mundra 4 000-megawatt coal-fired power plant in
Gujarat, India. It will emit about 25,7 million tonnes of carbon
annually for at least 25 years.
 The 4 800 megawatt biggest-ever World Bank project loan
for Eskom’s Medupi coal-fired power plant in Limpopo, South
Africa. 40 new coal mines will feed the plant. South African
tax payers will have to pay back a loan that is contributing to
Climate Change, despite the fact that SA already emits 40% of
Africa’s GHG.
2.
REDD Plus is an acronym for Reducing Emissions from
Deforestation and Forest Degradation. REDD+ is a voluntary
agreement made at the UNFCCC Bali COP 13 in 2007. It is meant
to preserve indigenous forests from logging and keep them as
carbon sinks. There are a number of projects that fund countries
to protect and preserve their forests. However, there are problems
with REDD+:
 It recognises both indigenous forests and plantations as carbon
sinks.
 It does not protect the rights of Indigenous Peoples who are the
rightful landowners and forest custodians of the forests.
 It violates the Rights of Nature.
 It compensates companies that were previously logging
in indigenous forests with afforestation (tree plantating)
opportunities on land previously used for crops.
Climate activists are working to change REDD into a binding
agreement that will focus only on preserving and restoring
indigenous forests as the most effective way to sequester large
amounts of carbon.
3.
The UNFCCC Green Climate Fund (GCF). The
UNFCCC member states agreed at The Cancun COP16 in
December 2010 in Mexico, to set up the GCF to provide $100
billion annually by 2020 to developing countries. A 25 member
board, equally representing the developed and developing
countries, will govern the GFC. Climate activists want the UN to
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manage the Fund and all other climate finance schemes. They are
calling for taxes on rich countries according to their GDP, and for
the Tobin Tax on all financial transactions on the stock exchange
and in banks, to provide enough funds to the Global South for
renewables and other Mitigation technologies like cleaner smoke
stacks and vehicle exhausts, or Adaptation measures.
4.
The Multilateral Climate Technology Fund (MCTF).
The United Nations report, The Great Green Technological
Transformation, states that there should be huge investments over
the next 40 years in green technologies so that the Global South
can achieve a decent living standard for the billions who still live in
poverty, and the further 2 billion people who will be added to the
world’s population in that time. “The world needs a technological
revolution greater and faster than the Industrial Revolution to avoid
a major planetary catastrophe.” The industrialised countries have
pledged to contribute to the fund.
Many industrialised countries, however, have found ways to avoid
responsibility for their huge historical and present carbon debt, and
are introducing unfair trading practices, such as:
 Embedded Carbon: Many transnational corporations
(TNCs) based in industrialised countries have moved their
factories to the Global South, especially to China and India, to
manufacture cheap goods that are sold in the USA or Europe.
China’s carbon footprint per capita, despite its far larger
population, is actually four times lower than the Global North
because Chinese people consume less and save more, but the
carbon footprint of the goods is unfairly measured as part of
China’s and India’s. This is called Embedded Carbon.
 In Nigeria, foreign oil companies that export oil from Nigeria
produce more greenhouse gases from gas flaring than the
whole of sub-Saharan Africa, but the GHG is calculated as
Nigeria’s.
 Carbon Taxes. Some countries in the Global North plan to
tax developing countries’ goods and services, such as airlines,
when they don’t meet fossil fuel emissions standards. Such a
carbon tax on goods from South African factories, using Eskom
coal-fired electricity, would probably make the goods too
expensive and the factories would have to close.
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3. The Future: Low-Carbon Economies
The participants should understand that an alternative economic
model to Capitalism is possible, and they need to take steps to start
promoting a low-carbon economy.
Since the 1980s, human beings have been using up the Earth’s
resources faster than natural processes can restore them. The
Earth is running out of fossil fuels like oil and coal. The
term peak oil refers to the point in time when the amount of oil
that has been taken out of the ground exceeds what is left in the
ground. The International Energy Agency predicts that peak oil will
occur around 2020 and peak coal by 2025. But most economies
are still fossil fuel based. Climate activists in the USA and Canada
are protesting against the planned 2 700 km-long Keystone XL oil
pipeline from the Alberta Tar Sands in Canada to the Texas coast
in the USA. And the two most heavily-populated countries in the
world, China and India, still get most of their energy from coal.
Both countries import more than half their oil.
Countries that produce clean energy will lead the global economy
in the future. Three countries are showing the way: Germany has
created 340 000 jobs in the renewable energy industry; South
Korea in Asia is producing and exporting green technology and
boosting its green energy production; Denmark is cutting its total
energy use and has more than doubled renewables in its energy
mix.
Switching to a low-carbon economy is essential, but time is running
out. A low-carbon economy is a country or region that has switched
from heavy use of coal (for heating and generating electricity), oil
(for transport and fertilisers) and natural gas (for heating, cooking,
and power) to a low fossil fuel economy using renewables.

CODE

Working towards a Low-Carbon
Economy

Work in groups of 7 or 8. Discuss for 30 minutes what your country
will look like in 2050 when it has achieved a low-carbon economy.
You should consider the following: modes of production in industry,
agriculture, food, energy and transport. You should also look at
jobs, the environment, housing, and relationships. Then draw a large
blue circle on the piece of paper and draw black symbols or pictures
around the outside of the circle to show what will vanish or be greatly
reduced. Draw green symbols or pictures inside the circle to show the
low-carbon economy in 2050. You can also use a few words. You have
30 minutes to finish the task. Your diagrams could look something like
the drawing on the next page.
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F

Divide the
participants into groups
of 7 or 8. Give each group
a large sheet of paper and a
blue, a green and a black felt
pen.
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F

Ask them to leave
their diagrams and
return to the plenary group.
Then add these facts:

Features of a low-carbon economy:
1.

People and Social Capital are more important than
Money and Profits

 There is heavy investment in education. Teachers are welltrained and committed.
 People are well-educated and skilled. Many do green
technology work.
 Health care, hospitals and clinics are very good.
 The difference between the highest and lowest salaries is
small. The society is more equal and class differences are not
important.
 People consume far less and are not overweight.
2.

Strong Local Economies

 People of all income groups live closer together in smaller
settlements. Cities are smaller.
 They eat locally grown organic food from their own gardens or
from nearby farms. Cities have many big parks with areas for
residents to have their own gardens.
 Most businesses are run as co-operatives.
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3.

Transport and Communication

 People walk, cycle, or drive small electric vehicles.
 A good, fast public rail network connects cities and towns. A heavy
rail network transports freight.
 People who live far from one another use technology like Skype to
meet. Face-to-face meetings and conferences are rare. There is less
air travel.
4.





5.

The Environment
The air is clean and there is little noise pollution.
Indigenous forests grow bigger every year.
People care for resources and the biodiversity of plants and animals.
Most left-over materials are recycled or go into landfills to produce
methane gas.
Energy

 Solar and wind supply most of the energy needs. Every house has
solar water heaters and many generate their own electricity from
solar photovoltaic (PV) panels.
 Biofuels from algae, grasses, and crop remains are used instead of
oil.
 Sewage farms and toilet bio-digesters in people’s backyards
produce gas for cooking.
 Everyone practises energy efficiency. Homes are well insulated
and many are made of earth bricks, wood, or straw bales. Offices
are built in different shapes to get the best natural lighting and
ventilation. There is no air conditioning.
Happy Planet Index
Some countries are already committed to a low-carbon economy. The
New Economics Foundation (NEF) in the UK has developed the Happy
Planet Index (HPI). This tool uses 3 indicators: life expectancy; life
satisfaction; and the per capita ecological footprint – the portion of the
Earth’s resources used per person – to assess countries. The ecological
footprint includes carbon emissions. The NEF found that most people
prefer happiness and health to riches.
In 2009, Costa Rica, a small country in Central America, topped
the HPI, followed by the Dominican Republic, Jamaica and
Guatemala. Costa Rica plans to become carbon-neutral by 2021, by
absorbing as much carbon dioxide, e.g. in forests, as it emits. Already
nearly 80% of its energy is from renewables. Costa Rica has not had an
army since 1948 and invests heavily in people’s education and health.
Iceland, Norway, New Zealand, Monaco and the Maldives are
also committed to becoming carbon-neutral.
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F

Ask the
participants to find
the countries mentioned on
the world map on the next
page.
Ask them to return to their
group diagrams and add the
features of a low-carbon
economy that they omitted.
Each group then presents
its picture and receives
feedback.
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Norway

Iceland

Monaco

Guatemala
Costa Rica

Dominican Republic
Jamaica
Maldives

New Zealand

Countries with large per capita ecological footprints use more than
their fair share of local and imported resources. They are critically
endangering future generations by the permanent damage they
do to the planet. Most African countries are low on the HPI, with
Tanzania, Botswana and Zimbabwe at the bottom. South Africa
is also low, four places behind the USA. Parts of South Africa’s
population use more than 10 times their fair share of the Earth’s
resources.

4. The Ethics and Morality of Climate
Change (CC) Economics
South Africa’s carbon footprint

F

We have learned
many things about
economics and have had a
taste of Capitalism. Ask the
participants to repeat the
definition of economics. We
will now consider whether the
capitalist economic system really
does “ensure that all creatures
have what they need to sustain
life in all its forms from one
generation to the next.”
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South Africans use an average of 2,3 times more resources than the
Earth is able to supply sustainably, and most of those resources are
consumed in the cities. SA’s carbon footprint is an extremely high
9,8 tons of CO2 emissions per person per annum. Eskom, Sasol
and other heavy industries contribute largely to this high carbon
footprint, but many individuals also have comparatively high
footprints.
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Calculating your carbon footprint
How many times a day do you boil a kettle? Boiling a kettle emits
about 14 grams of carbon. If you boil it 3 times that is equal to
over 15kg of carbon a year (3 × 14g × 365 days = 15 330g or
15,33kg).
How many activities do you do on the Internet every day? Every
search produces about 7 grams of carbon. Do the calculations.
In the Third Emthonjeni Manual, you will learn how to calculate
your ecological footprint, and that will include your carbon
footprint. In the meantime you can try to find ways to calculate
whether you emit a tonne (1 000kg) of carbon a year.
Globally, governments subsidise fossil fuels 12 times more than
they subsidise renewables. The SA government is far more
committed to fossil fuels than to renewables. The Eskom Medupi
project is an example. And bulk users of electricity, like aluminium
smelters, pay about one-fifth of what ordinary households do, per
unit, for the huge amounts of polluting electricity they use.
SA has a high unemployment rate. By using renewable energy
and changing farming methods, SA could create many jobs that
would mitigate CC. There are many unharnessed sunlight hours.
Organic agriculture reduces carbon emissions by more than 50%
when compared with agriculture that uses fertiliser. Fertiliser emits
a GHG, nitrous oxide (N2O), that is 300 times more damaging than
carbon dioxide. It is destroying long-term fertility.
SA could create many jobs by restoring the more than 1 million
hectares of lost indigenous forest, and by re-establishing spekboom
in the Eastern Cape.

A

F

Ask the participants
if they have any idea
how big their carbon footprints
are. Do some calculations with
them.

F

South Africa’s
carbon footprint
is high. But in contrast to
other countries like the
Netherlands, which has a
similar carbon footprint, the
human development index is
very low. Ask the participants
for examples. They should
mention incidents of crime,
poor education results,
unemployment, shanty towns,
service delivery protests,
undisciplined and rude young
people, the highest rape
statistics in the world.

F

Ask the participants
in buzz groups to
evaluate the morality of SA’s
economic policy and report in
plenary.

Am I leading a carbon-neutral life?

Sit quietly on your own. Reflect on this statement by the leaders of the African Faith Communities:
“Well-being cannot be equated with material wealth. The quality of life is not dependent on the quantity of
material things or growth measured by GDP.”
Where would you and your family fit on the Happy PIanet Index? Think about other aspects of your life – the way
you travel, the food miles and fossil fuel production of the food you eat, the insulation in your house, the kind of
energy you use, your consumption of goods.
Are you doing anything to mitigate Climate Change? Planting trees? Growing organic vegetables? Anything else?
Is the Earth crying or happy that you are alive? Plan how you can help to build the low-carbon economy of the
future.
After reflection on your own, share your plans with the other participants.
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WOMEN’S HEALTH
Climate Change endangers Women’s Health

Air pollution, while being the direct cause of Climate Change, also causes many deaths from
respiratory diseases. Actions to mitigate Climate Change will have immediate benefits for
health. In poor communities, lack of food security and food sovereignty are often linked to
Climate Change, with women and children becoming the victims of the resulting situations of
hunger and disease. It is in women’s hands to provide the living conditions and safe agricultural
practices that promote safe food and good health.

1. Health and the Air we Breathe

F

Ask all the
participants to sit with
closed eyes. Then lead them
through the steps of the Code.

F

Ask the
questions of analysis.
Describe what you did. Why
did we do this exercise? Were
you able to find yourself in
places where polluted air was
entering your lungs? What did
you do? Why do these situations
occur? Can you think of other
situations where you breathe in
polluted air?.

CODE

You are the air you breathe

 Breathe deeply in and out, in and out, in and out. You are

breathing in air filled with oxygen and breathing out carbon
dioxide and nitrogen.
 Now hold your breath. Stop breathing. What happens? It is not
possible to do that for long. You need the oxygen to keep you
alive. As you start breathing again, try to picture the life-giving
oxygen flowing into your lungs as you breathe in. Thank it for
giving you life.
 Continue to breathe in and out, but this time try to see the
pollution that is entering your lungs as you breathe in – and
picture the situations where you are breathing in that pollution
– see the taxi, the bus, the car you are standing next to with its
engine running and spewing out carbon monoxide; picture
the particles of dust that you are breathing in while you dust
or sweep your house or the yard in front of it; imagine yourself
sitting in front of a wood fire or stove that is emitting smoke, or
the poisonous fumes from the paraffin or gas heater as it warms
the room; see yourself sitting in that room, or in a room full of
people with not one window open to let in fresh air and take out
the poisonous gases. Try to work out what is happening to your
lungs in those situations. Then open your eyes and return to the
group.
We will now follow that polluted air as it enters our bodies to find
out how it causes diseases. But first it is necessary to understand
how animals/humans and plants breathe, the gases that make them
up, as well as the structures and air passages and blood systems
related to human breathing. We will find out how the Respiratory
System (the breathing system) and the Cardio-Vascular System (the
heart and blood vessels system) are linked to Climate Change and
our health.
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The Basic Building Blocks of Plants and Animals/
Humans
All living organisms, whether plant or animal, share the same
ingredients in their tissue cells. These ingredients are: Oxygen (O),
Hydrogen (H), Carbon (C) and Nitrogen (N). These 4 “building
blocks” make different kinds of organic matter that plants and
animals need to survive:
Carbon, hydrogen and oxygen combine to make carbohydrates
(starches, sugars, etc.) (C H O).
Carbon, hydrogen, oxygen and nitrogen combine to make
proteins (C H O N).
Hydrogen and oxygen make water (H2O).
Human/animal and plant tissues also contain other elements,
including calcium, potassium and sodium, which are found in the
earth’s crust.
Plants/animals and humans serve one another. Plants provide the
basic food for animals. The food we eat consists mainly of plants
and their fruits, seeds or nuts, or plant products, or meat. Meat is
the result of animals which eat plants, or plant products like maize
meal, or other animals. Humans/animals breathe out carbon
dioxide which trees and other plants need to stay alive. Plants
breathe out the oxygen that humans/animals breathe in. Plants and
humans/animals are one. They cannot survive without one another.
They are in communion with one another.
Human beings have broken this Communion. Instead of leaving
the carbon stored in trees or deep in the ground as coal (fossilised
trees and plants), oil and gas, and so keeping the balance between
plants and humans/animals, human beings have released carbon
into the atmosphere in huge amounts. They do this through the
mining and burning of coal, oil and gas (fossil fuels), the cutting
down of trees and the burning of biomass (wood, grass).

The Respiratory System
Air usually enters the body through the nostrils of the nose. It can
also enter through the mouth, but the mouth does not have any
protective mechanisms to clean air. The stiff hairs in the nostrils
can trap the larger particles that are polluting the air. Particles can
also be sneezed out. The air then passes into the mucous-lined
nasal cavity. The sticky mucus traps other particles and bacteria,
and tiny hair-like cilia sweep them into the pharynx and thus to the
oesophagus and stomach where digestive juices kill the bacteria.
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F

We will now look at
the human Respiratory
System. Draw the two pictures
on large pieces of paper.
Then ask the participants to
explain what happens when
we breathe, using the drawings
to show the passage of the
air. Correct any mistakes they
make.
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The cleaned air continues through the nasal cavity into the trachea
that becomes the bronchial tree of bronchi and bronchiole tubes.
These air passages take the air into the alveoli sacs in the two
cone-shaped lungs. A network of tiny blood vessels surrounds and
supplies the alveoli. The alveoli absorb oxygen from the air brought
to them from outside. This oxygen is collected and taken into the
pulmonary veins to the left side of the heart. The heart pumps the
oxygenated blood along arteries throughout the body, to supply all
the body tissues with oxygen.
Then metabolism takes place in the tissue cells. There the oxygen
burns up the glucose supplied by the digestion of carbohydrates
(C H O) in food. As the oxygen chemically breaks down (“burns”)
the glucose, carbon dioxide, energy and water are released and
absorbed into the bloodstream. The body uses the released energy
to do all the work in its various systems. After the oxygen burns up
the glucose, very little oxygen remains in the tissue cells, but large
amounts of carbon dioxide (CO2) are produced, and removed from
the tissue cells into the veins and taken back to the heart. The body
uses the water in various ways, and releases some by breathing it
out as water vapour with the CO2.

F

Ask the participants
to describe how the
Cardio-vascular and Respiratory
Systems are in communion with
each other.
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The veins take the CO2-filled blood and other substances from
all over the body to the right side of the heart which pumps it to
the lungs through the pulmonary artery. The blood is taken to
the alveoli where an exchange of gases takes place – the carbon
dioxide from the blood is absorbed into the alveoli and oxygen
is absorbed from the new air which has been breathed in. This
completes the cycle. The CO2 is then pushed out of the lungs and
is breathed out of the body through the tubes of the bronchial tree,
the trachea and the nostrils or mouth. The body system related
to the heart and blood vessels is called the Cardio-vascular or
Circulatory System.
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Respiratory and other Diseases caused by Air
Pollution and Climate Change
To understand how air pollution causes disease, it is necessary to
understand how another body system, the Lymphatic System
works.
The Lymphatic System is the body’s very complex defence system,
strategically placed throughout the body to identify and mobilise
its white blood corpuscles to fight foreign invaders. Some parts
of the Lymphatic System are the tonsils, the adenoids, the lymph
glands all over the body, the lymph nodes in the intestines, which
remove any infecting material from food, and cells in the blood, the
tissues and the skin.

F

According to
the World Health
Organisation (WHO), 2,4
million people die each year
from air pollution, with
home and office air pollution
accounting for 1,5 million of
these deaths.

adenoids
lymphatic duct

tonsils
thymus
lymph nodes

lymph nodes
in intestine

lymphatic vessel

The Lymphatic System
When the body protects itself well, the Immune (Lymphatic) System
is providing good immunity – good defences – against invading
foreign bodies or gases. When a person gets ill very often, it is a
sign of a weak immune system. All the pollution that the agents
of Climate Change are pouring into the atmosphere are giving
people’s immune systems a great deal of extra work. Some people
cannot handle the strain well and their immunity begins to break
down, causing diseases and allergies.
The nose is not able to clean all the foreign invaders in the polluted
air, especially poisonous gases like carbon monoxide from vehicle
emissions, sulphur-dioxide from coal fires and petroleum refineries,
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methane gas from landfill sites, and ground-level ozone. Other
foreign invaders related to Climate Change enter the body through
chemicals in some soaps and washing powders, cleaning materials,
food additives like benzoic acid and sulphur dioxide, food that is
not organically grown and contains the residues of herbicides and
pesticides. Smoke particles from the burning of biomass are also
invaders.
Hormones are fed to some cattle and chickens to make them grow
faster. Some cows are injected with rBST (recombinant Bovine
Somatotrofin, a GM hormone) to increase milk production. These
hormones also invade the body. rBST is linked to breast cancer in
women. (See the section on GMOs later in this theme.)
The sense of smell is another important defence mechanism.
Smell does not only help you to enjoy food or parts of the natural
environment like flowers; it also warns you when you are in danger
of breathing in poisonous substances. The sense of smell warns
you to move to a safer place or to stop the source of the danger, for
example by asking the driver of a vehicle to switch off the engine
that is causing exhaust fumes. One problem is that some of the
most toxic substances do not have a smell. They can surround
you undetected for long periods. When a factory causes pollution,
it requires lobbying skills to protect people. (See Theme 6 on
Leadership and Life Skills.)

Diseases related to Climate Change

F

Divide the
participants into groups
of 2 or 3. Give each group a
different disease to study. Ask
them to explain the disease to
the whole group and explain its
links to Climate Change.

Bronchitis occurs when small irritating particles of dust, smoke
from cigarettes or from factory smoke stacks and boilers, fog and
smog (fog mixed with smoke) enter and affect the bronchioles.
Dampness or sudden changes in temperature can also cause
bronchitis. The irritant stimulates the glands in the bronchioles to
produce large amounts of mucus that blocks the air passages and
makes it difficult to breathe out. If the condition continues over a
long period of time there is swelling and scarring of the mucous
lining, and air passages and the air sacs (alveoli) become overinflated. The disease has now developed into chronic bronchitis.
The heart has to work harder to pump the blood to the lungs. This
leads to high blood pressure and can result in heart failure and
possible death.
Biomass (wood) burners cause more climate pollution per unit of
electricity produced than coal power. But more than 1 million poor
people die annually from air pollution resulting from wood burners
and coal-fired stoves. Advanced biogas stoves could save many
lives and prevent diseases like bronchitis.
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Pulmonary emphysema is a further complication of chronic
bronchitis and occurs when the sick person continues over a long
period of time to breathe in polluted air such as cigarette smoke
or pollution from factories. A municipal worker at a bus depot in
Durban became terminally ill from breathing in the bus fumes every
day while the buses warmed up before beginning their rounds. In
the disease of emphysema the walls of the alveoli and the walls of
the blood vessels that surround them are destroyed. There is even
more mucus and blocking and twisting of the bronchioles. People
with emphysema have the greatest difficulty in breathing and often
require assisted breathing with oxygen cylinders.
Normal Alveoli

Emphysema

7KHYLOODJHRI2ELOLþ SRSXODWLRQ LVVLWXDWHGDIHZPLOHV
outside of Kosovo’s capital city, Pristina. A coal-fired electricity
generator built in the 1960s emits 2,5 tons of dust every hour. 30
per cent of the villagers suffer from chronic respiratory diseases.
Bronchial asthma is an attack of breathlessness and wheezing
caused by a muscular spasm of the bronchi. Asthma attacks may
be triggered by sensitivity to foreign substances such as fumes,
dust and chemicals. Sometimes asthma is hereditary or is caused
by emotional stress. Investments in insulation can prevent diseases
such as asthma and allergies by protecting against the increasingly
intense heat waves and cold spells. Ensure fresh air ventilation in
homes.
Cancer and Lung Cancer. Cancer is an abnormal, excessive
growth of cells caused by carcinogens (cancer-causing substances)
that make a particular body part vulnerable. The cancer cells grow
very fast, using up nutrients like oxygen and depriving normal
tissues. Air pollution makes the lungs vulnerable to cancer. Lung
cancer usually begins in the cells of the bronchi. The cancerous
area becomes swollen and red. The person suffers from a fever and
chest pain and coughs up blood-speckled sputum. She can often
not breathe well because the airway becomes blocked, and later
she loses weight and becomes hoarse.
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People who live in polluted areas that have uranium, chrome,
asbestos and coal mines, and lots of polluted air from cigarettes,
factories and exhaust fumes, are at high risk of getting cancer.
Miner’s Phthisis(pronounced “tysis”)
This is the name given to the disease that miners get from
breathing in mineral dust. The body or parts of the body waste
away or shrink. Phthisis is linked to TB. There is a very high rate
of TB among miners. In China coalmining is associated with birth
defects. Fly ash, the residue left after burning coal, is a polluting,
highly radioactive waste product. The people of the South African
coalmining town of Emalahleni (Witbank) in Mpumalanga have
much higher rates of lung diseases than people in other towns.
Allergies
The relevant parts of the Lymphatic System fight with the foreign
invaders, such as pollen and dust. There are allergic responses
as the immune system expels them. The allergies include a
blocked nose, coughing, itching, shortness of breath, sore eyes,
headaches, fatigue and skin rashes. With Climate Change, allergies
are increasing as fertile lands become dust bowls during times of
drought.
Cholera is caused by a micro-organism that thrives in hot, wet
conditions. Its symptoms are severe diarrhoea and dehydration.
Climate Change temperature increases are causing a greater
incidence of cholera in some areas.
Obesity (being very overweight) causes premature deaths from
strokes and diabetes. It is a symptom of a society that consumes
too much food, and whose citizens are “couch potatoes”. If safe
cycling lanes are built and public transport is improved, people will
use their cars less, ride bicycles and get more exercise, leading to
good health.

F

Ask the
participants to go
outside, stand under a tree or
sit next to plants. Ask them to
do this reflection.
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A

Reflection

Start breathing in and out. While you breathe, follow the oxygen
as it passes into the parts of your Respiratory System and then into the
Cardio-vascular System. Be aware of the carbon dioxide as it is released
by the cells into the veins, taken back to the heart and lungs and breathed
out. Then be attentive as the tree or plant breathes in the carbon dioxide
that is coming from your body. Breathe in the oxygen the tree or plants
are breathing out and giving to you in return. Be in communion with the
tree and plants for a while, just contemplating this mystery of life.
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2. Climate Change, Food and Disease
We are what we eat, so we need to know how our food is grown, what
its carbon footprint is and what its risks are for our health.

Climate Change and Genetically Modified Organisms

CODE

A Play

SCENE 1: Transnational Seed Company (TNC) Board Room
CEO of TNC: Climate Change is causing havoc in Africa and other
parts of the Global South. There are droughts, crops are failing and
people are starving. This is placing a great burden on Aid agencies
who don’t have enough money to buy food to stop people dying. We
should find a big funder to work with us to persuade governments
to promote our genetically-modified crops that are droughtresistant and grow where indigenous crops fail.

F

Allow the
participants to choose
parts. They should write
the names large on paper or
cardboard and wear them. Ask
one person to announce the
scenes. This play is based on
WLTP case studies.

7 Board Members: Yes, we agree. Phone the CEO of this large new
foundation and ask him if he would like to support us.
CEO of TNC: (phones CEO of large foundation) I am sure you are
aware of the suffering of rural people in Africa. Would you like to
enter a partnership with us to change the situation? You have the
funds and we have the new crops that can revolutionise the way
farming is done.
CEO of Foundation: That sounds like a great idea. We are looking
for projects for our funds. We would love to green these droughtstricken areas.
CEO of TNC: We think that the best way to promote our type of
farming would be to talk to the Agricultural Departments of the
national governments on the continent. If they agree, we will write a
proposal and send it to you for funds.
CEO of Foundation: As soon as we receive your proposal, we will
release the funds. We can’t waste any time. Children are dying as we
speak.
SCENE2: Office of the Minister of Agriculture in Country Alpha
Official of TNC: We have this great plan to save your country from
poverty and starvation. We have these miracle Genetically Modified
(GM) seeds that can grow in drought conditions and bring your
people big harvests. Poverty will be wiped out in your country in no
time at all.
Minister of Agriculture, Alpha: No, I am sorry. We do not trust your
new GM seeds and your monoculture methods. We would rather
apply the Precautionary Principle and encourage our farmers and
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gardeners to follow the advice of the 400 top agricultural scientists who did the International Agriculture
Assessment of Knowledge, Science and Technology for Development study. They concluded that the world
would be fed through small scale organic agriculture and that genetic engineering and large scale agriculture
would have little role. Here is their website: www.agassessment.org. Why don’t you have a look at it?
Official of TNC: (to himself) This plan is not working. I will have to try another strategy.
SCENE 3: Office of the Minister of Agriculture in Country Beta
Minister of Agriculture, Beta: I liked the sound of your plan very much, so I invited the ministers of three
other countries in our region to attend this meeting.
Official of TNC: That is very good. Time is of the essence. We can save your countries from poverty and
starvation using our miracle seeds that will give your people such big harvests that they will be contributing
much money to your GDP. You will say goodbye to poverty in your countries. We will also fund programmes
in your agricultural departments and tertiary institutions to do research and to promote these seeds all over
your countries. And of course we will compensate you personally for introducing these agricultural schemes.
SCENE 4: Two years later. A large meeting in a rural village
Chief Big Man: I have invited the extension officer to come and give you some very good news. Please
welcome him. (all clap)
Extension Officer from Department of Agriculture (DOA): I have come to tell you how lucky your village
is. You have been chosen for an experiment with miracle new genetically modified seeds. GMO stands for
Genetically Modified Organisms, but it really means Great Money Offer. This is how it will work:
The lucky landowners who agree to include their fields in the scheme will get free seeds: Strong men will
be needed to offload the seeds and bags of fertiliser from the huge trucks. Your fields will be fenced and a
company will come and plough, plant and harvest by machine.
Official from DOA Head Office: Of course, there are a few conditions, but they are not difficult. How many
of you have your own seeds? (Many hands go up.) We would like to have those seeds in exchange for the
free seeds we are bringing you because you won’t need your seeds anymore. You will just sit and watch as
your maize grows until you receive large cheques when your crop is harvested. You will be driving a new
Mercedes Benz with the number-plate MBC 7061Bt. That is the name of the new seeds, and shows how
huge your yield will be from one hectare.
These are the other conditions:
No-one may pick and eat any of the mealies while they are growing.
Your stock will not be allowed onto the fields to eat the maize stalks after harvesting.
The company will plant only maize in the fields for five years. The herbicides they will use destroy weeds
and other plants.
Extension Officer from Department of Agriculture (DOA): This is the Five Year Plan for the Project:
For the first year, the government will pay 100% and the landowners will get good cheques.
In the second year, the government will pay 75%, and the people 25%.
The government and people will both pay 50% in the third year.
In the fourth year, the people will pay 75% to show how rich they have become.
The people will pay for all the inputs (the seeds, fertiliser, herbicides and tractors) in the last year to show
that they are now successful farmers.
Many of the people: We like the project and we want to sign now for you to take our fields.
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Three villagers: Why are our cattle not allowed to eat the stalks after
the harvest? Where are we going to grow our crops when you have
taken our fields? What guarantee do we have that we will be paid?
Official from DOA Head Office: So you don’t want the good things
we bring you? Stop asking stupid questions! If you don’t want to
make money, go home!
One of the villagers: (gets up and leaves) They can try to intimidate
me, but I will never give them my fields and my seeds..

What are Genetically Modified Organisms (GMOs)?
GMOs are plants that contain foreign genes through a process of
genetic engineering. (GMOs are also called Transgenic Organisms.)
It happens like this: a scientist takes a gene from one living thing
and inserts it in an unnatural way into a different living organism.
For example, a scientist takes the gene of an animal (a fish) and
inserts it into the gene of a plant (a tomato). The fish is coldblooded and this characteristic increases the shelf-life of the
tomato beyond its normal capacity, so that it can be exported or
transported long distances without going bad. The plant that results
from the gene transfer is called a GMO (Genetically Modified
Organism).

F

Ask the questions to
analyse the Code.
“What was happening?” Make
sure that the participants
mention the role of every
character.
“Why does it happen?” These
things should be mentioned:
people do not understand
GMOs; scientists strongly
believe that GM seeds produce
good yields, but they are still
researching, and using poor
communities to do their
experiments; many government
officials are promoting GMOs.
“Why?” Ask the participants to
look at the methods that are
used.
“Why did some people refuse
to join the scheme?”
Ask if they know of any schemes
like this. Why does this happen?
What are the results for the
people? Why are they being
promoted by governments?

Agriculture in South Africa uses 2 types of GM crops:
 Pesticide crops: Scientists have inserted the gene of a soil
bacterium, Bacillus thuringiensis (Bt), into the gene of a mealie
seed, in a laboratory. The Bt gene is poisonous to insects, so
when the GM plants grow, the insects that feed on them will
die. The seeds are then multiplied in the laboratory and taken
to a Field Trial where they are planted and harvested to provide
the seed company with seeds to sell. The toxin appears in every
part of the plant until it is harvested.
 Herbicide crops: These plants are resistant to the poison that
the farmer sprays to kill the weeds growing around the crop.
The weeds die, but the crop carries on growing. An example
is Round-up Ready Plants. The farmer uses a chemical
herbicide called Round-up Ready to spray his crop. The spray
is potentially harmful to humans and to micro-organisms in the
soil, and it adds pollution to the air.

The Precautionary Principle
Governments apply the Precautionary Principle to situations where
there is scientific uncertainty. There is much uncertainty in the
case of GM crops. Scientists are not sure that it is good for
people to eat GMOs. For example, when scientists genetically
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engineer seeds, they also insert other things, such as anti-biotics, into the
seed genes. In parts of the USA, some sick people did not respond to a
number of different anti-biotics. Health authorities suspected that those
people had eaten GM crops like maize, soy and potatoes, that contained
those particular anti-biotics.
Despite the uncertainty about GM crops, many governments have allowed
farmers to plant and sell GM crops. Anti-GM groups around the world are
trying to make the labelling of GM products compulsory to give people
choices when they shop. They are also trying to have the crops banned
altogether, but the international law, the Cartagena Biosafety Protocol
of 2002, is very weak. Governments and seed companies ignore it, thus
putting people’s health at risk.

The effects of GMOs on health and the soil which grows our
food
Some GM seeds are drought resistant and will grow in areas where
indigenous seeds can’t grow. That is good, but farmers grow the seeds as
monoculture crops, in huge fields of the same crop. To control the weeds,
they spray with poisonous herbicides that kill the weeds as well as wild
spinach, pumpkins, beans and groundnuts.
When outside companies plant GM crops in peasant communities there
is no longer food security. People have to buy maize and other food from
the shops as far as 45 km away, instead of growing it themselves. They
no longer have a balanced diet of food that they grow and eat with their
maize, for example isijingi (maize meal and pumpkin), umnqusho (maize
and beans), isigwamba (maize meal and wild spinach (imifino, morogo),
isigwaqane (maize meal and beans), sadza nemeriwo une dovi (maize
meal with vegetable and groundnut sauce). They do not have enough
cash to pay for all the food they need. Their health declines, making them
vulnerable to a number of diseases. Those who have HIV will quickly
develop AIDS and become vulnerable to opportunistic diseases like
pneumonia, shingles and TB. In Southern Africa, up to 35% of people in
rural areas have HIV or AIDS. Antiretroviral medication cannot work well
if the person’s diet is poor. AIDS deaths will continue. Food derived from
GM plants can further negatively affect the body’s immune system.

GMO Projects
GMO projects make people dependent on big seed companies for the
rest of their lives. People will not save money when they get paid out
because they need the cash for food and transport to the shops, school
fees and clothing. They will not have enough money for the next season’s
inputs of expensive fertilisers and herbicides that GM seeds need to grow
well. Governments are working together with the large seed companies.
Government officials have admitted that they are being paid by TNCs and
when they come into poor communities, they don’t educate people about
GMOs. They concentrate on telling them how much money they will get.
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They give examples of newly rich farmers who are using GM seeds,
but never mention the many whose crops have failed. In South Africa
and in India, there are many examples of GMO crop failures.
The crops are genetically engineered to tolerate glyphosate, (a
widely used herbicide) so that they can survive massive spraying of
herbicides. However, a number of “superweeds” have survived the
glyphosate-based herbicides and are giving farmers major headaches.
To solve the problem, seed companies are genetically engineering
herbicides that are even more toxic than glyphosate.
When the crops are sprayed by aeroplanes, winds carry the toxic
herbicides long distances. Animals and humans breathe in that poison.
People in both rural and urban areas eat traces of the poisonous
chemical on their food. They sometimes drink or irrigate with water
that is laced with the poisons. Glyphosate can damage cells and
lead to cancer, birth defects and neurological illnesses like Parkinson’s
Disease.
Glyphosate also damages the environment by killing nutrients
in the soil, bringing diseases to other plants in the area and by
contaminating rivers and underground sources of drinking water.
GM crops are grown widely in Argentina, Brazil and the USA. South
Africa has played a leading role in opening the door for
GMOs to enter Africa.
However, when people receive proper explanations from experts
about GM crops and the implications for their crops and cattle, and
the need for the Precautionary Principle, they reject the GM seeds.
Many have started or are planning their own seed banks to avoid
dependency. People want to be free to plant whatever is good for
them at a particular time.
In Europe ordinary citizens have been organising and lobbying for
years to stop GM plants entering their countries. In the Netherlands,
the Dutch Green party, GroenLinks, succeeded in getting the city of
Culemborg and the Province of Friesland declared GMO-Free, and the
citizens of Nijmegen have declared their city a GMO-Free zone.
“Corporations are creating poverty by diverting the hard earned
income of peasants and farmers to the seed/pesticide industry.
The new seeds, besides being costly, are also ecologically
vulnerable to pests and diseases, leading to more crop failures
and higher use of chemicals. These are killer technologies which
are undesirable and unnecessary.”
Vandana Shiva
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Vandana Shiva is a physicist,
an ecofeminist, author of a
number of books and writer
of over 300 papers in leading
scientific and technical journals.
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3. Ethics and Morality

F

Ask the participants
to say how GM seeds
are linked to Climate Change.
These are some answers: GM
seeds require large amounts of
fertiliser, herbicides and farm
machinery that are based on
fossil fuels. Agribusiness releases
18% of the carbon at present
in the atmosphere and does not
create many jobs. Poor people
are losing their food sovereignty
and livelihoods as their land,
seeds, fields and grazing are
taken away.

F

Ask the participants
to reflect on the moral
codes, written and unwritten,
that inform their behaviour,
guiding them to do what is good
(right) and to avoid what is bad
(wrong).

F

Divide the
participants into
groups of about 7. Ask them
to use their own moral codes
to discuss the four ethical
dilemmas for 30 minutes.
Ask each group to begin
with a different question; to
ensure that all the questions
are covered. For example,
one group should start with
Question 4 and answer the first
question last. They should then
report their conclusions, saying
which moral codes they used to
make the decisions.
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There are many ethical questions related to health, food production
and Climate Change. It is necessary to examine them, using the
moral codes that inform attitudes and behaviour.

A

Reflect on the moral codes that help you to decide what is
right and what is wrong.
You should consider the following:

 Your religion, e.g. Judaism, Christianity, Islam, Buddhism, African
religion.
For example, in Judaism and Christianiy: the Ten Commandments,
“You shall not steal”;
in Christianity: Jesus says, “Love your neighbour as you love yourself”.
African religion: teaches that trees, flowers, water, soil and animals
are essential companions of human beings.
 Your culture, e.g. Ubuntu: Our standard of living depends on our
standard of loving and sharing.
 Your family culture: We are taught in our families how to behave
well. Name some of these things in your family.
 Human Rights Codes, e.g. the SA Bill of Rights, Chapter 2.24:
“Everyone has the right to an environment that is not harmful to their
health or well-being.”
 The Universal Declaration of Human Rights - UN Article 23:
“Everyone has the right to work, to free choice of employment,
to just and favourable conditions of work and to protection against
unemployment.”

A

Moral Questions

Work in groups of 7. Each group should discuss some of the
following questions.
1. South Africa is building two new coal-fired power stations. Do you
agree with this decision taken by the SA Government? What are the
Pros (the arguments for)? What are the Cons (the arguments against)?
2. Many people smoke, including Climate Change activists. Is this ethical?
3. There are two shops in the same building. Alpha Shop has many
organic products, including dairy and meat products. The food in Beta
Shop is cheaper. It does not stock organic food or free range meat
and eggs. Looking at all the pros and cons, make a decision about
where to shop.
4. Do you eat GM maize? Give good reasons for and against.
After 30 minutes, each group will report back, and say which moral codes
they used to make their decisions on each question.
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The
Ethical
Issue
Coal-fired
power
stations

Pros

Cons

* SA is short of
electricity.
* Many homes are still
without electricity.
* We need people to
invest in SA. They
will not come if
there is not a secure
supply of electricity.
* Coal is cheap.

* Our taxes are paying for coal
energy that is producing more air
pollution per capita than any other
country in the world.
* Coal miners die from the coal dust
they breathe in.
* Renewable energy (RE) is cheaper
and cleaner. Govt should rather
invest in RE.

Smoking of * It is an individual’s
cigarettes,
right to smoke if s/he
pipes or
wants to.
cigars
* Smoking helps the
smoker relax.
* Smoking is “cool”
and helps you
become accepted by
your peers.

F

Add these
arguments
if the groups did not
mention them.

* Smoking causes lung cancer.
* A person who smokes is forcing
other people to smoke passively
and is endangering their health too.
* Smoking pollutes the air.
* Smoking wastes money.
* Smoking violates a person’s body.
* Polluting your own body while
complaining about people polluting
the Earth’s body is a contradiction.

Deciding
where to
shop

* Beta Shop is cheaper * The food in Alpha Shop keeps you
* I can’t afford to shop
healthy.
in Alpha Shop
* Beta Shop’s food is only cheaper
* I need the money I
because the damage to the earth is
save for other things
not added into the price.
* The food in Beta Shop is produced
with fossil fuels. The food in Alpha
Shop uses natural methods.
* You can afford to shop in Alpha
Shop by buying smaller amounts
and cutting down on the amount
you eat. It is good to eat less.

GM Maize

* GM crops will feed
hungry people.
*You will make money
if you grow GM
crops.
* No-one has proved
that GMOs are
harmful to health.
* How do you know
you are eating GM
maize?

* We need to apply the
Precautionary Principle until it is
proven that GM crops are safe.
* GMO projects are dispossessing
poor people.
* GMOs use fertilisers and herbicides
that harm people’s health.
* GMO projects use a lot of fossil
fuel.
* Buy from farmers who do not grow
GM maize. Insist on labelling.
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STRATEGIC GENDER ANALYSIS
Strategic Gender Analysis to Mitigate Climate Change

Women who live from their deepest selves and can challenge oppressive gender practices, hold
the key to a move away from the excesses of capitalism that cause Climate Change and to the
building of a society characterised by simplicity and egalitarianism.

1. Women Reclaiming their Identity
This theme aims to enable girls and young women to examine how
consumerism has enslaved them; and, as a way of encouraging
them to live from that deep place inside themselves – their
Interiorities – to tell them the stories of people who succeeded in
doing that.

F

Tell this story
dramatically

CODE

Fly Eagle, Fly

Abida loved walking alone in the hills and mountains near her small
farm. These times of solitude brought her close to her Creator. One
day when she was high up in the mountains she found a large, lightbrown chick hopping about on the rocks. It was thin and hungry and
there was no sign of its nest or its mother. Abida felt compassion and
took the chick home to save it from dying of starvation.
She put it in the chicken run and the hen soon took it under her wings
with her own chicks, even though it was larger. The chick grew up
with the other chicks, running around the yard scratching for food
with them. After a few months it was much bigger than the other
chicks and its feathers were becoming black, in contrast to the white
mother hen and other chickens. One day Abida’s friend Mpho came
to visit. She saw the large chick and remarked, “That looks like a young
eagle running around with your chicks.” Abida replied, “That’s not
an eagle. It’s a chicken.” Mpho argued with her but Abida replied, “I
am telling you that is a chicken. If you don’t believe me, see if you can
make it fly.”
Mpho asked two children in turn to hold the black chick above their
heads, run as fast as they could and then throw the chicken into the
air so it could fly. The children tried, but each time the chick flew a
short distance and then landed on the ground. Abida laughed loudly
at her friend, “You see, I told you! It’s a chicken, not an eagle. It walks
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like a chicken, it eats like a chicken, it thinks like a chicken, it sleeps
like a chicken, it flies like a chicken. It is a chicken!”
Mpho was frustrated. At home she couldn’t stop thinking about the
large black chicken. She returned to Abida and asked her to give her
the black chicken for a day. That night Mpho put the black chicken
carefully into a big cardboard box and began the long walk up the
mountain. The moon was full and lit the path to the top of a high
peak. It was still an hour before sunrise and Mpho sat down to watch
the moon as it disappeared over the horizon. As the sky began to
change colour just before sunrise, she took the black chick out of the
box and left it on a ledge above the steep mountain face. It was cold
and the chick huddled on the rock, fluffing out its feathers as chickens
do to keep warm.
As the sun rose, the chicken felt the warmth of its rays on its body. It
opened its wings wide to get more of the sun’s heat. Something began
stirring deep inside it. It stood up and walked to the edge of the cliff
and a voice inside told it to flap its wings fiercely. As it did that the
momentum took it over the cliff. It opened its wings to their full span
and suddenly it was flying effortlessly high above the ground. What a
wonderful feeling! Mpho clapped and cheered loudly and watched as
a wind thermal took the bird higher and higher above the mountains.
She returned to Abida and asked her to look up into the sky. “There is
your eagle!”
An adaptation of a Ghanaian folk tale attributed to Aggrey of Africa

F

Ask the 4 questions
to analyse the story.

Then show the pictures of
two women. One has short
natural hair. The other has long,
straight, relaxed hair. Ask the
participants which person is
a “chicken” and which is the
“eagle”? They should explain
their answers.
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Based as it is on the use of fossil fuel chemicals, the global multibillion dollar hair industry contributes substantially to carbon
emissions. African women spend four times as much as other
women on wigs, hair straighteners, artificial extensions and hair
dye. It seems that more African women lack self-esteem than other
women. They feel inferior and they compensate for that by building
up their exterior images. It would be an interesting research project
to find out the carbon footprint of the global hair industry.
The hair for natural bonding and extensions comes from poor girls
and women in India and Brazil who are forced to cut their hair
when they are widowed, or whose parents, or madams (owners of
brothels) where they work from an early age, cut and sell their hair
for income.

F

Ask the participants
if they want to be
part of the exploitation of
poor women and girls in other
countries. Ask the participants
which country has the greatest
consumerism. Answer: the
USA. And in Africa? Answer:
South Africa.

The black hair industry in South Africa began to gain momentum
in the late 1980s and really took off in the 1990s when people
returned from exile with their modern hairdos. It wasn’t always like
that. In the 1960s and 1970s, most African girls and women wore
their hair short and natural, sometimes in braids or in Afros. Those
were the days of the Black Consciousness Movement (BCM) that
encouraged people to be proud of their cultural identity. Steve
Bantu Biko, the leader of the BCM, promoted the slogan “Black is
Beautiful”. Men in the street, instead of shouting rudely at young
women passing by, would say to one another, “It’s true. Black is
Beautiful!”
Steve Biko was tragically murdered in detention in 1977 before
people had rid themselves of their internalised oppression and the
belief that White culture is superior. In those days people who had
light complexions, but had African genes and kinky hair, would
straighten their hair so that they would “pass for White”.
During the 1970s, businessmen in the USA had already seen the
market for black hair products for women who were unsure of
their identity. It was shocking to arrive from South Africa and see
many African-American women with long black hair. The USA sets
the trends in so many fashions, so by the end of the 1980s, there
were wealthy hair companies in Africa promoting their “Black
and Beautiful” hair products. Even boys and men had their hair
permed!
The black hair industry has entrapped so many girls and women
nowadays that it is affecting relationships. A young woman with
natural hair is told, “You can’t be our friend. We don’t want to be
seen walking with you with that undone hair!” And grandmothers
and mothers insist on straightening little girls’ hair from an early
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age, saying “No granddaughter/daughter of mine will be seen with
untreated hair. People will think I am too poor to buy relaxers.”.
Young women could start small businesses in their own homes,
or even outside under a tree, offering hair plaiting and other
natural hair care treatments. This would provide opportunities for
friendship and replace the unhealthy situation of sitting in polluted
hair salons.

Empowering Women to Evaluate Advertising
Critically
This section aims to help girls and young women understand
how they are contributing to Climate Change when they buy for
“wants”, not “needs”.
Capitalism has to grow to survive. The capitalist system
uses marketing to drive consumption and consumerism The
advertisements are often dishonest, claiming results that are not
true. A trip to any shopping mall will give you a picture of the
capitalist system at work. Malls are built like fortresses with no
windows to the world outside. You are removed from outside
distractions like rain, sunshine and the sounds and sight of
creatures like birds. The mall is a vast “cathedral” of air-conditioned
bling and bright lights, glitz, glamour, and music. This mall
ambience deadens your senses as you prepare to worship the god
of materialism by joining the crowds of shoppers in the hymn “Buy!
Buy! Buy!”
The greatest shoppers
and buyers are girls and
women who, because
they do not believe in
themselves, are the most
gullible consumers. They
do not live from their
Interiorities. They are
“chickens” waiting in
shopping queues to spend
their hard-earned money
on “wants”. Worse still,
they use their many credit
cards and store cards to
buy with money they do
not have.
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F

Ask the participants to
recall advertisements
featuring girls or women on
TV, on radio or in magazines.
They should describe the
advertisements. Then divide the
participants into 4 groups. Ask
each group to choose a different
advertisement to act. Send
them to different corners of the
room for 10 minutes to choose
parts and to practise the ad.

These “chickens” are feeding their Wants, not their Needs.
They use clothes, hair products, make-up, processed food and
sometimes alcohol and drugs to try to fill up the empty spaces
inside themselves, instead of building up their self-esteem to escape
from the chains of Capitalism and fly like Eagles.

Back in plenary session, invite
each group to act their ad in
turn. After each ad, ask the
participants to buzz and analyse
it. Invite the buzz groups
to name the elements they
identified to make consumers
buy the product. Write the
elements on the board as each
buzz group reports.

Consumption is about making people buy for Wants, not Needs.
Some elements used in advertising:
 social status – this product will move you into a higher social
class
 peer pressure – you need this to be accepted by your peers
 flattery – you are more progressive than your neighbours
 fashion – you must wear the latest fashion to be “cool”
 gender – this is the way a woman should look to attract men
 easy credit – money is not a problem – you can pay later
 beauty – grey hair and natural skin are not acceptable
 a catchy tune that you can remember or sing, people dancing
 short phrases that remain in your head long afterwards, e.g.
“because you’re worth it”
 house and garden – this is the kind of home a successful person
lives in
 celebrities and other famous people are portrayed as role
models – Hollywood stars sell hotel accommodation and
cosmetics; sports stars sell beer
 the ads portray happy people having a good time.
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2. The Ethics and Morality of Advertising
Many advertisements are misleading, but not all advertisers and
advertisements are bad. There are some very good products that
people find out about through adverts. In these instances the
manufacturers have used adverts because they want to help people
with their product. Some of these products have been around a
long time and have become people’s “friends” that they can’t do
without, because they can use them for so many purposes, for
example, Sunlight green bar soap.

F

Tell the participants
that it is important to
know that not all advertisers
and advertisements are bad.
But there are many ads which
use unethical tricks to “hook”
consumers so that they will buy
things that they do not need,
and may even be bad for them.

However, there are also many bad products that are advertised.
It is necessary to learn to analyse the ads and the products to find
out whether they will really enhance your life. Adverts for products
you don’t need use tricks to hook you. You need to examine the
methods and messages that advertisers use, and be aware how
these affect you and the other consumers who are being targeted.
Unrealistic aspirations: Instead of finding careers that match
their real interests and developing their abilities, young people
dream of becoming “celebs”, TV presenters, actresses, or sports
stars, when they actually do not have the required acting capacity
or natural talent. The obsession to become movie and TV stars is
an aggressive acting out of the young people’s lack of fulfilment
and leads to unhappiness and stress. A wise girl or young woman,
even if she is talented, will first get educated and attempt a career
in acting only when she has something to fall back on in difficult
times.
Beauty: Everyone has innate beauty from her Creator.
Advertisements ignore this fact and develop a false, unnatural
“beauty” that is built on the use of products that the company
wants to sell. Girls and women waste money on skin products, false
eyelashes and nails, hair colouring, dyeing and straightening, shoes
that are uncomfortable, and expensive clothes – trying to look like
the fake advertising creation. Some women even go so far as to
have plastic surgery to change their “wrong” noses or “wrong” lips,
to remove their natural wrinkles and other signs of ageing, and to
remove their fatty tissue. Others have breast implants to make their
breasts bigger.
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The “beauty” promoted by the advertising world is ageist (against
old people). Instead of honouring old people and accepting ageing
as an inevitable stage in a person’s life, industries produce pills and
creams which they claim will stop ageing, and hair colouring or
dyes to remove those “offending” grey hairs. Even boys and men
fall into this ageist behaviour, dyeing their own hair or telling their
wives and mothers that grey hair is unacceptable.

F

Tell the participants
that they have the
right to complain about
dishonest adverts and have
them removed. Then ask them
questions like the following:
“Whose culture is dominant in
your country at the moment?”
“Who are the fashion leaders?”
“What culture are people
aspiring towards and adopting?”
“What would Ubuntu say about
the methods and messages that
advertisers use?”
“How can we behave in future
in ways that will free us from
the chains of Capitalism?”
Ask the participants to buzz for
10 minutes. Then invite them to
share.

Status: This depends on false material possessions that are “must
haves” for many people who have internalised capitalist values.
These include expensive cell phones, luxury cars, huge houses,
and a “fake” partner. No-one needs a house costing 16 million
rand. Such a house has a huge ecological footprint. No-one
needs to drive the latest luxury car. This status-seeking can have
many consequences: the stress of being in debt which can lead to
diseases, or to fraud and corruption to pay for the status symbols;
divorce, when the “fake” partner becomes unbearable to live with,
or has affairs; violent crime committed by poor people who believe
that they too are entitled to these possessions; marital problems
when one of the partners spends money on luxuries and there is
nothing left for necessities.
Women in ads: Ads usually portray women and girls as
stereotypes: the mother and daughter (in a shopping trolley)
walking along the supermarket aisles; the mother who gives her
baby the correct food or skincare; the housewife washing clothes
or cleaning the toilet; the concerned parent making sure that all the
germs in her house are killed, and building on her fear of harmless
creatures; the modern woman who uses germicidal soap or vaginal
“hygienic” sprays. (These products are very dangerous because
they kill natural bacteria that are meant to protect the body.)

3. Opting out of Materialism and the
Consumer Society

F

Tell the participants
that it is possible to
opt out of the capitalist culture.
They will now look at some
people who have done just that.
These people lived at different
times and are from 4 different
continents. Ask 4 participants
to present the 4 people or
groups and then hold a general
discussion about the points that
the stories raise.
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This section aims to help participants discover role models
who made choices to move away from wealth, privilege and
extravagance, and to adopt lifestyles which have a low carbon
footprint.

CODE

Francis of Assisi (1181-1226)

Francis was born at Assisi in Italy. His father was very wealthy and
Francis planned to move into the family business when he left the
army. At the age of 20 Francis was captured during an attack on the
town of Perugia, and was put in prison for a year. Later he became
seriously ill.
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He had dreams and visions of being called by God and Jesus. He began working with lepers
and other poor and sick people whom society shunned, and he became a hermit. His father
was angry and embarrassed by Francis’s behaviour. Francis gave up his inheritance and began
to preach about how people should turn to Christ. Young men joined him and they became
the Friars Minor or Franciscans as they are called today. The friars travelled throughout
central Italy preaching.
In his life and preaching, Francis emphasised simplicity and poverty, relying on God’s
providence rather than worldly goods. The brothers worked or begged for what they needed
to live, and any surplus was given to the poor.
One day he preached to the birds, saying: “My brother and sister birds, always praise and love
your Creator very much, who gave you feathers for clothes, wings to fly, and whatever else
you need. God made you noble among the creatures, and gave you a home in the purity of
the air.” The birds stretched their necks and extended their wings so that Francis could walk
among them, to touch and bless them. His respect for creation was profound, always leading
him to the Creator and his desire for cosmic peace and reconciliation.
Francis wrote many prayers and hymns expressing his great love for creation and its Creator.
This is part of the Canticle of Brother Sun:
“Be praised, my Lord, through all your creatures,
especially through my lord Brother Sun,
who brings the day; and you give light through him.
And he is beautiful and radiant in all his splendour!
Of you, Most High, he bears the likeness.
Be praised, my Lord, through Sister Moon and the stars;
in the heavens you have made them bright, precious and beautiful
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Be praised, my Lord, through Brothers Wind and Air,
and clouds and storms, and all the weather,
through which you give your creatures sustenance.”
Thousands through the ages, and to this day, are inspired by Francis’s
teachings and his simple lifestyle, which he modelled on the way of life
of Jesus in the Gospels.

Mahatma Gandhi (1869-1948)
Mohandas Karamchand Gandhi was born in Porbandar near Bombay
in India to a middle class family who associated with the princes of
the Indian upper class. Gandhi was sent to study law in London. After
qualifying as a barrister (advocate), he moved back to India and later
to Durban in 1893 to work in a law firm. At that time he was very
status conscious. He believed that, as a lawyer and a well educated
man, he had to maintain a particular status. He always wore smart
suits and lived in a wealthy part of Central Durban near the Bay with
other people of his class.
Gandhi had grown up in a Hindu family who were open to people of
other faiths, and he later was influenced by a large number of ardent
people of Christian and Muslim faiths who tried to convert him to
their faiths. But although he studied the Bible and the Quran and
other sacred books about Christianity and Islam, he remained a Hindu
until he died. He respected all faiths as he believed that every religion
was a path to the one God and that each religious person should
practise her particular faith deeply in order to find that God.
Gandhi had a profound conversion experience while he was living
in South Africa. It began with an incident on a train while he was
travelling from Durban to Johannesburg for a court case. He was
sitting in a first class compartment, as people of his class did at that
time (there were no aeroplanes). A passenger who got onto the train
at the Pietermaritzburg station found Gandhi in his compartment.
He objected to sharing with a non-white person and asked Gandhi to
move to the third class compartment. Gandhi refused. The man called
the guard to evict him. Gandhi persisted in his claim that he had a
right to sit in that compartment because he had a first class ticket, so
the guard physically threw him from the train on to the platform.
That incident began Gandhi’s conscientisation process. At about
this time he was influenced too by John Ruskin’s book Unto this
Last, published in 1862. The book was very critical of the capitalist
economists of the 18th and 19th centuries and also deplored the
destructive effects of industrialisation on the natural world. The
book paved the way for the Green Movement. Gandhi changed his
philosophy of life following Ruskin’s teachings. He realised that work
was important regardless of what you did. A barber’s work was equal
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to a lawyer’s, as both were serving humanity. Gandhi started his own newspaper, Indian
Opinion, and a farm, the Phoenix Settlement. Here everybody got the same salary,
regardless of what they did. Later Gandhi translated Unto This Last into Gujarati.
He reduced his material possessions and simplified his lifestyle. He replaced his
European suits with the lungi, a long white cotton garment worn by Hindu men. “You
must be the change you wish to see in the world” he used to say. When he returned to
India in 1915, he established the Sevagram Ashram. Sevagram means “Place of Service”.
An ashram is a self-sustaining spiritual centre similar to monasteries in the past. He
wore only the dhoti, a loin cloth and a shawl made of cotton in home-based industries.
This was a protest against imported cotton made in British factories. In wearing the
dhoti he followed the example of traditional Zulu people around Durban who had
impressed him by wearing only the bare essentials of clothing made from cowhide:
amabeshu (loin cloth) for men and beads and izidwaba (skirts) for women. He believed
that the more things one accumulated, the less there remained for others and for the
generations to come. “Nature supplies enough for man’s need, but not for man’s greed.”
Gandhi believed that everything was created for a purpose, and that God had entrusted
human beings with caring for nature and all its creatures by giving them the capacity to
reason and understand. Gandhi was a vegetarian.
Gandhi began the movement of satyagraha to resist tyranny through massive civil
disobedience. Satyagraha is based on the philosophy of ahimsa (non-violence). Gandhi
was very influential in all the campaigns leading to India’s independence in 1947. He was
assassinated in India in 1948 at the age of 78.
He influenced Chief Albert Luthuli, Dr Martin Luther King Junior and Nelson Mandela,
as well as inspiring countless people around the world to this day.
From an interview with Ela Gandhi, Mahatma Gandhi’s grand-daughter, 6 August 2011

African Faith Leaders gathered in Nairobi, Kenya,
June 2011
The following are excerpts from the Statement they issued at the end of their gathering:
“Under capitalism, Mother Earth is converted into a source of raw materials, and
human beings into consumers and a means of production, into people that are seen as
valuable only for what they own, and not for what they are ….”
◊◊◊◊◊◊◊◊
“Our African people and nations have to overcome the temptation of seeing ourselves as
victims, who have no role and responsibility to play in reversing the current situation –
we are part of the solution.”
◊◊◊◊◊◊◊◊◊
“As African Faith Leaders, our responsibilities will be to:
 Set a good example for our faith communities by examining our personal needs and
reducing unsustainable consumption.
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 Lead local communities to understand the threat of climate change
and the need to build economies and societies based on a revitalised
moral vision.
 Draw on our spiritual resources to foster crucial ecological virtues
such as wisdom, justice, courage and temperance, and to confront
vices such as greed in our own midst.
 Acknowledge that climate change has greatly affected already
vulnerable people (such as women, children, the elderly, the poor
and the disabled); that it worsens existing inequalities; and that this
places an obligation on faith groups to stand in solidarity with the
victims of climate change disasters, showing care, compassion and
love.
 Plant indigenous trees and promote ecological restoration.”

Barbara Kingsolver
Barbara Kingsolver is a well-known American writer. Her 12 books of
fiction, poetry and non- fiction include The Poisonwood Bible which
won the 2005 Penguin/Orange Reading Group Book of the Year award.
In 2007, she wrote Animal, Vegetable, Miracle.
Animal, Vegetable, Miracle is Barbara’s story of how she, her
environmental specialist husband Steven Hopp and their 19 year-old
daughter, Camille, a university student, and Lily, aged 10, lived for a
year on their farm using only products found close to home. They grew
their own crops from heirloom seeds (indigenous seeds) and ate what
the seasons produced. They slaughtered their own animals and bought
the rest of their food from other nearby farmers. They ate only the food
that had been produced in their own bio-region. The “miracle” is that
they succeeded.
They did this because:
 Each food item in a typical US meal has travelled about 2 400 km. But
before that, fuel has been used to process (dry, mill, cut, sort, bake),
package, store and refrigerate the item. The energy calories used to
put the food on the table far outweigh the energy calories received
from the food.
 According to Indian crop ecologist Vandana Shiva, although humans
have eaten about 80 000 plant species in the course of history, threequarters of all human food now comes from just eight species and
these are threatened by GMOs. Food crops are more endangered
than any other species. “We’re losing them as fast as we’re losing rain
forests. An enormous factor in this loss has been the new idea of
plant varieties as patentable properties, rather than God’s gifts to
humanity.” (Barbara Kingsolver)
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 US policy is made in cities, controlled by people who don’t
understand food production. “Eaters must understand that
eating takes place inescapably in the world, that it is inescapably
an agricultural act, and that how we eat determines, to a
considerable extent, how the world is used.” (Wendell Berry)
Barbara Kingsolver writes in Animal, Vegetable, Miracle:

Photo: Hank Daniel

“I eat meat. In animal harvesting we raise these creatures for a
reason. Without that reason our gentle domestic beasts in their
picturesque shapes, colours, and finely tuned purposes would
never have had the distinction of existing. … Farm animals are
human property. Over the millennia of our clever history, we
created from wild progenitors whole new classes of beasts whose
sole purpose was to feed us. … On our farm we don’t especially
enjoy processing our animals, but we do value it, as an important
ritual … because of what we learn from it. We reconnect with
the purpose for which these animals were bred. My animals have
all had a good life, with death as its natural end. It’s not without
thought and gratitude that I slaughter my animals, it is a hard
thing to do … but I always think of Kahlil Gibran’s words:
When you kill a beast, say to him in your heart:
‘By the same power that slays you, I too am slain, and I too shall
be consumed.
For the law that delivers you into my hand shall deliver me into
a mightier hand.

Barbara, Steven, Camille and Lily
on their farm

Your blood and my blood is naught but the sap that feeds the
tree of heaven.’”
Barbara, Steven, Camille and Lily all learned a lot from their year
of seasonal eating. They all contributed to the book as a way of
making their readers aware of the carbon footprint of the food
they eat. The book has connected them with many people who
are also working hard to cut their own carbon footprints by
establishing their own local food communities.

A

Take some time to reflect on the things you have heard and
learned. Look at your own life and pray about the way you live it.
Make some plans to change aspects of your lifestyle that are not
promoting life for yourself and others.
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Ask the participants
to find a place to sit on
their own, outside if possible,
for about 30 minutes
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4. Women’s Sexual Rights and Climate
Change
Women and girls, once they liberate themselves from oppressive
sexual practices and from their commodity status, will be free to
work against Climate Change by building a society to replace
Capitalism. We honour those women and girls in many parts of the
world who have taken bold steps to challenge oppressive practices.

F

Choose three
participants to read
these quotations slowly and
dramatically. Ask them to read
them a second time.

CODE
Nthuthu: “While I was at the COP 15 in Copenhagen,
I attended a side-event on over-population as a cause of Climate
Change. I was shocked to hear people saying that no couple should
have more than one child. Another person said that once a woman has
had one child she should be sterilised. I was very confused because in
our family there are 9 children.”
Archbishop Desmond Tutu: “The citizens of the rich world are
protected from harm, while the poor, the vulnerable and the hungry
are exposed to the harsh reality of Climate Change in their everyday
lives. The world’s poor suffer from a problem that is not of their
making.”

F

Help the participants
to understand the
graph.

The Global South: “People need money to consume a lot. North
America’s population growth was only 4%, but because of overconsumption its population contributed 14% of the extra carbon
emissions. The poorest 50% of the world’s population produce only 7%
of the world’s carbon emissions. Between 1980 and 2005 sub-Saharan
Africa produced 18,5% of the world’s population growth and just 2,4%
of the growth in carbon.”

50% CO2

Poorest 50%

Richest 50%

50% CO2

7% world
population

93% world
population
93% CO2
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Women’s Sexual Rights and Population Growth
The world’s population will be about 9 billion by 2050, about 50%
more than it was in 2000. Some analysts say that the fast-growing
world population is one of the factors causing Climate Change.
Let us examine the facts: 7% of the world’s population, living in
industrialised countries, contribute slightly more than 50% of the
world’s carbon emissions. The families of this 7% have on average
one to three children, but those children are more of a threat
because they will consume far more of the earth’s resources than
children in the developing world.
In most countries there is a Global North and a Global South
in the same cities. In South Africa we find this phenomenon in
Durban, Johannesburg and Cape Town with rich and middle
class people (Global North) living very close to shanty towns or
informal settlements (Global South). The rural areas, where a large
percentage of very poor people live, are also part of the Global
South.
When we look for reasons for the many babies in the developing
world, we find that the problem is patriarchy. The women who
give birth to many babies are those who are sexually oppressed.
Educated people have fewer children because they are aware of
the benefits of small families. The emphasis should therefore be
on improving education and access to it, especially for girls and
women. The key to slower population growth lies in women’s
empowerment and control of their own sexuality.

CODE

1. Nancy Tomee and
Gertrude Komoli lead a rebellion
against Female Genital Mutilation

In the village of Pokot in Kenya, the practice of Female Genital
Mutilation (FGM) or, as it is euphemistically called, “female
circumcision”, is a centuries-old practice followed by marriage. But
in 2010 something revolutionary happened. Two girls who were due
for FGM refused: “I will never be cut. Over my dead body” and “My
parents are putting pressure on me to get cut, but I am refusing. You
will not cut me.”

F

Divide the participants
into 2 groups and give
each group one of the following
stories. Give them 30 minutes
to study the story and then to
present it to the whole group as
a drama. Allow each group to
present their drama. Then lead
the participants through the 4
steps of analysis, looking at both
stories during each step.

The girls organised their mothers and health workers to support them
in resisting “the cut”. Their fathers were angry that they would lose
the bride price that the girls would bring in with their marriages. One
father eventually began to support his daughter when his wife helped
him realise that he would lose her altogether if she ran away.
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F

Inform participants
that FGM happens in
many other African countries,
including South Africa.

Nancy and Gertrude, with the help of sympathetic adults, organised
an alternative right of passage ceremony called Karibuni, (“Welcome”
in KiSwahili). In their own language they called their initiative
Kepsteno rotwo which means “Let us abandon the knife”. 175 girls
attended the alternative ceremony, and committed themselves to the
promotion of this ceremony instead of FGM.
Nancy Tomee was elected to lead the uncut girls. She said, “What is
important is that I become empowered to help myself and people like
me. You can’t compare education and cows. You will milk education
more than a cow. How long shall we remain desperate in this dry
and barren village with our backward culture? It’s a vicious circle,
mother, daughter, mother, daughter. Instead of forging ahead you
just want to die and allow your daughter to die too. We want to be
examples for other Pokot girls, to enable them to say, ‘Look at Nancy
and how successful she is after refusing to be cut.’ We have exposed
all the secrets and lies that they have told us. Now we know there is
no shame in being uncut. I refuse to witness my mother’s suffering
and then to repeat the cycle. I am going to be a role model of an uncut
girl!”
Excerpts from “I will never be cut: Kenyan girls fight back”,
Guardian Films and Christian Aid DVD

2. Zanele Ngcobo talks about the practice
of ukuthwala
Zanele Ngcobo (32) lives in a rural area called Centocow in KwaZuluNatal, South Africa. She talks about the practice of ukuthwala
(abducting girls and young women for marriage).
“I was fourteen years old when I got abducted. It was 10 o’clock at
night when my cousin came home and asked my mother to allow me
to go to his home. Outside, five men grabbed me and took me with
them, screaming and fighting. They sang very loudly so that no one
could hear me. They promised not to kill me and told me not to cry. I
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didn’t sleep that night. I was shocked and traumatised by the incident. My
husband-to-be sent people to my home with ilobolo (bride price). I hoped
that my father would refuse, but to my great disappointment he accepted
the offer and agreed that I could stay with the man, without even hearing
my point of view. Since that day I have regretted being with that family but
it didn’t help. It took me two years to accept my husband. I was too young
to differentiate between love and acceptance. I felt so humiliated and
powerless, as if I was nothing but an object for family income generation
and to fulfil other people’s happiness.
I had dreamed of being a professional nurse and helping my family,
especially my mother who had worked very hard to provide for us. I hated
the thought of being like her. She was always sad. I wanted to be a very
happy woman but my dream was smashed. I didn’t finish my Grade 12
final school year. I have struggled to bring up my children after the death of
their father. That has made me hate what happened to me even more.
I’m still struggling to bridge the gaps in my education and to be healed
emotionally, spiritually and mentally. I want the best for my kids and I
would fight to the death if anyone abducted my daughter or if my son
abducted a girl. I am aware of women’s rights, so I would charge the
perpetrator regardless of what people said. The difficulties I went through
taught me to be independent and not to try to buy other people’s favour. I
will fight not only for my own children but for all girls in my community.”
And Zanele is fighting for girls and young women through a project to
stop ukuthwala. With others, she has run educational workshops for girls
and boys, traditional and church women, church leaders and traditional
leaders, to teach that ukuthwala is illegal and that the perpetrators will
be jailed. The campaign against ukuthwala is growing stronger and there
are fewer cases of this gross violation of girls’ and young women’s human
rights. Zanele is beginning new studies to improve her education..

Zanele Ngcobo
Photo: Nqobile Masuku, WLTP
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Gender Roles and Domestication of Girls
Women and children are the poorest of the poor in rural
communities. Girl children spend more time with their mothers
searching for food, water, and fuel. They start to associate
themselves with the responsibilities of feeding and holding the
family together. Of the millions of children who leave school
early, two thirds are girls who drop out to get jobs and assume the
mother’s role. Their ambitions are to find men to love and provide
for their children. .
It is the socialisation girls receive from an early age that makes Girl
Children disadvantaged and vulnerable. Girls learn from a very
early age that they should get married, be housewives and mothers.
They do domestic chores and do not enjoy the freedom to be
children in the way their brothers do. Girls are called Makoti (newly
married woman) even before they can talk, while boys are called
Baba (Father). A girl is never called Mama. The girl internalises and
acts out the subtle message she is being given – Makoti is who she
aspires to be. She is Makoti, the inferior to boys and men. She is
their servant who washes their clothes, cooks and serves their food.
She does not even own her genitals. They are called inkomo ka Ma
(mother’s cow), a reference to the cows that will be exchanged as
her dowry or bride price. And she is taught to protect her genital
area carefully to preserve it for her mother and, after the bride price
has been paid, for her husband, the new owner of her sexuality.

F

Ask the participants
to buzz about what
was said in this input. Have
they experienced situations like
this? Then share in the plenary
group.

A boy, on the other hand, owns his sexuality. His penis is called
induku, literally the pole that supports the house structure around
it. A boy sees and can admire his penis every day. Many young
men, when they grow up, feel entitled to use either their penis or
a real induku (stick) to show their power over women. The kind of
society that is built on the belief that a man is superior to a woman;
that men own women’s sexuality, is the kind of society that is
causing population growth.
A new society

F

End with a time of
prayer for the strength
and wisdom to work for equal
rights for women as a way of
combating Climate Change,
which threatens Humanity and
all Earth’s creatures.
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It is people in the Global South who will be the first to suffer from
the results of CC. They are the ones who will lose their homes
when it floods; who are the first to get sick because of CC diseases;
who will go hungry when crops fail; who will be cold when all
the indigenous trees have been chopped down for firewood
and furniture. This is the society that must be transformed, to be
replaced by a society where women and men have an equal share.

Theme 4: Strategic Gender Analysis
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CULTURAL HERITAGE
Reclaiming Cultural Heritage to address Climate Change

It is clear that a new world order is necessary to save humans and millions of other species from
extinction. New philosophies of life are urgently required to underpin the post-capitalist society
that will emerge during the next four decades. Religious groups, women, youth and indigenous
peoples are working hard to build new societies characterised by love, compassion, equitable
sharing and respect for the Earth.

1. Ubuntu, Utu, Botho, Vumunhu, Shalom,
Caritas
This section aims to help the participants discover, deep in the
global cultural heritage, traditional, indigenous and religious values
that are expressed in practices that are key building blocks for a
carbon-free society.

CODE

F

Ask some girls to act
these two scenes.

SCENE 1: A school in a city
Precious: What do you think of Nomtha, the new girl in our school? I
hear she comes from a rural area.
Memory: Yes, she does. She greeted me and spoke to me in such deep
Zulu that I didn’t know what she was saying. You see, we hardly
ever speak Zulu at home. I replied in English and then she switched
to English. You should hear how she speaks English – it’s so funny!
She says “ch” when she should say “sh” and “sh” when it should be
“ch”. I wonder if she will be able to pass her exams here.
Precious: Oh, and her hair is so appalling, all kinky and undone.
I offered to buy her some extensions and do her hair, but she
refused. She says she likes her hair natural. Can you believe that!
Memory: Yes, she is so like … (she pauses) “tribe”!
Precious: Talking about “tribe”, my father told me that we will be
visiting our rural relatives during the Christmas holidays to take
part in a family ritual. I am not looking forward to that at all. The
girls wear short dresses and their breasts are naked. They sing and
dance a lot and expect me to dance too. I feel so foolish doing
those high kicks and I can’t follow the steps they do. And we all eat
from one dish and sit and sleep on mats on the floor like dogs!
Memory: Oh, it’s so boring in the rural areas! But the thing I hate
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F

Analyse the code
using the 4 steps. Then
ask the participants if there
are any examples of Ubuntu in
the two scenes. Ask them to
identify signs of a rejection of
cultural heritage if they haven’t
already done that. Help them
to understand how culture has
been used to oppress, how city
people have become agents of
Western materialism and rural
people have internalised low
self-esteem. Rural people can
liberate themselves by realising
that they are the custodians of
Ubuntu and that it is growing to
be highly valued.

F

After that form
groups of 7 to share
with one another what they
know about Ubuntu. Each one
should have a turn to say what
she knows while the others sit
and listen. After everyone has
spoken, the group can discuss
what was said and then decide
how to present to the rest of
the group a short 5-minute
story, poem or play, or use any
other way to show an example
of Ubuntu.
When all groups have done
their presentations, ask them
to extract the key elements of
Ubuntu. Write these on a sheet
of newsprint or blackboard.
Compare them with the
following input.
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most about my rural relatives is their toilet. It’s far from the house.
I am terrified of finding a snake inside or of falling into the pit into
all that mess. I drink and eat as little as possible so that I can last for
the two days without having to go to the toilet.
SCENE 2: Two rural girls talking about their holiday plans
Nomsa: I am so excited! My mother has told me to come to stay with
her in Durban for the holidays.
Thando: Oh, you are so lucky. You will be able to go to the Mall.
Nomsa: Actually, I am looking forward to cooking a nice meal for my
mother using the beans, wild spinach and maize meal from home;
and then, when she returns from work, I will have time alone with
her to share all our news. She has also promised to take me to the
beach at the weekend. I love swimming in the sea.
Thando: I wish I could always live in Durban. What I like best about
Durban is to buy chips and a hamburger smothered in tomato
sauce, and after feasting on that, to go to the movies. I never talk to
my mother. All we do is watch soapies when she comes home from
work.

Ubuntu
Ubuntu is the philosophy of being humane. It requires you to live
from your interiority, who you really are deep down. Ubuntu is a
Zulu and Xhosa word, but the philosophy is practised throughout
Africa where it is recognised as Ntu, Botho and a number of other
names. Ubuntu is about compassion and a sense of being with the
other. As a Native American proverb puts it, “Great Spirit, help me
never to judge another until I have walked in his moccasins.”
Ubuntu is often referred to as an African quality, but it is alive
throughout the world, especially amongst indigenous, tribal
and religious groups that have managed to resist the values of
Capitalism – materialism, individualism, and consumption – and
their companions monoculture and mechanisation. Many people
now think and act like machines with programmed responses. They
become addicted to gadgets like cell phones. And money becomes
the main value of life.
The last 50 years have seen the phenomenal rise of technology,
but the technological world neglects other aspects of human
culture, such as how we take care of one another and share this
technology to build a better world. This is a time to step out of the
technological trance of Capitalism, to examine how Ubuntu was
incarnated in the past, and to reclaim its values in the present for
the sake of the future.

Theme 5: Cultural Heritage

Ubuntu can be recognized in the mutual assistance and interdependence
that is found in communities:
Production. People work together, take pride in their work and receive job satisfaction
when their customers are happy with the product. People work for others in gardens,
building homes and planting fields without expecting payment. There is a popular
saying in Zulu: “akudlulwa ngendlu akhiwa” (you don’t pass by when people are
building a house without giving a hand).
Bartering. The goods exchanged are related to the person’s needs and are not marketrelated. Someone with a large family will get more than a person who has only one
child.

Spirituality. Respect extends beyond the physical world to the spiritual realm, to
the Mathongo. The Mathongo are the souls of the deceased who have been purged
of their earthly wrong-doing and have earned a place of peace. The Prime Mover,
uMvelingqangi, the Creator, is paid supreme respect and is worshipped alone.
Respect for the Prime Mover’s creation is very important. No human being can
own land. The land belongs to the Creator. People are allowed to live on it as long as
they need to do so. The same is true for forests, rivers, mountains, the air and the sea.
These are the Commons available for all to use.
People respect the Commons. They do not chop down trees, but remove only dead
branches for firewood. Families take only what they need at a particular time. There
is a season to hunt and fish. Game or fish are only eaten when other food, like crops,
is scarce. Over-hunting or over-fishing is regarded as greed and is not tolerated. These
attitudes and practices ensure sustainability for the generations to come.
You must treat the earth well. It was not given to you by your parents. It is loaned to
you by your children.
Kikuyu proverb
Tread on the Earth with respect because it is your final destiny.
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Meals. Children are served from one common dish. In this way they learn to share
from an early age. During family gatherings all family members eat in this way.
Extended Family. Everyone in the community is an extension of your family.
Children belong to the community and anyone has the right to discipline an errant
child. As a result there is no crime. Older people pass on trades to young people
by taking the boy or girl into the family for the time of training and treating him/her
like a son or daughter. The person with the skill takes pride in passing the skill on
for the future.
Old people are valued for the wisdom and skills they have accumulated during
their lives. Children respect older people and “sit at their feet” to learn from them,
and to listen to their stories.
Poor people, very young children, sick and needy people are assisted when
they cannot provide for themselves. Hardship is a factor that unites a person with
every other living creature. If a household has a bad harvest, those blessed with
plenty give them bags of grain to last till the next harvest. Poor families are allowed
to glean fields after harvests to supplement their food supply. Sharing happens
gratuitously. You don’t keep account or expect to be paid back.
Welcoming strangers. If a new family comes to live in the community and has
no cattle, a neighbour donates a cow to provide milk and amasi for the children,
and to produce a calf so that the family will begin to grow a herd for the future.
Foreigners from other countries receive a portion of land from the king. Their new
neighbours give them seeds and teach them when and how to grow the crops.
They also show them healing herbs found in the fields and forests. Friendships can
result in a foreigner marrying a local girl.
Deaths and Celebrations. When someone dies or if there is a wedding,
the whole community brings food (maize and beans, flour, oil, sugar, fruit and
vegetables) for the family. There is always a lot left to keep the family going
afterwards. All bereaved families receive comfort and support regardless of class,
race or religion.

How do you learn Ubuntu?
Ubuntu begins in the extended family. Some children are born with the gift of
Ubuntu – a wanting to give of themselves and their goods to others. Others have
to learn Ubuntu by example. The culture is passed from one generation to the
next through example, and also through story-telling, family times together and
the family rituals that occur at various life stages: birth of the child into the world;
transition from childhood to young adulthood (girls and boys have different
ceremonies); the celebration of old age; exit from the world into the spirit world.
Children respect the Commons by learning folklore. For example, boys are told that
if they pollute water by urinating in a river, they will turn into a girl.
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As the child gets older she extends Ubuntu to the wider community,
the country and later to the whole world.
The story of the Good Samaritan in the Christian Gospel (Luke,
Chapter 10, verses 30-37) sums up Ubuntu. So does Acts
Chapter 2, verses 44 and 45: “And all who shared the faith owned
everything in common. They sold their goods and possessions and
distributed the proceeds among themselves according to what each
one needed.”
The Bible
Oustanding people have incarnated the values and practices of
Ubuntu. Some of these are: The Buddha, The Christ, Mohammed,
Nelson Mandela.

The relevance of Ubuntu for Climate Change

A

Work in groups of 5. Each group will talk about 2 or 3 of the
examples of Ubuntu you have read in the paragraphs above.
Discuss how these examples could be applied in the work that
needs to happen to mitigate Climate Change. After 20 minutes, the small
groups take turns sharing their answers with the whole group.
After all the groups have shared, talk briefly about the following ideas:

 All the peoples of the world should be taken as one big family.
 Those who have greedily used up the earth’s resources to
produce carbon emissions – the industrialised countries –
should be made to restore to those they took from by paying
into a carbon fund and transferring technology.
 Climate refugees should be taken in by wealthy countries.
 The countries of the world need to work together to produce
solutions to Climate Change.

2. African Faith Leaders and Climate Change
Excerpts from the Statement by Faith Leaders
meeting in Nairobi, Kenya, 8 June 2011
The statement was compiled jointly by 130 faith leaders
representing Muslim, Christian, Hindu, African traditional, Bahá’í
and Buddhist communities from 30 countries across Africa.
“Africa is a continent of the faithful …”
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F

Tell the participants
that when ordinary
people of the world reclaim
their traditional cultural values
and the practices that respect
others and nature, they become
a power to change the way
of life that is causing Climate
Change

F

Divide the
participants into groups
of 5 for this activity, and give
each group 2 or 3 of the above
examples of Ubuntu.

F

Invite the
participants to study in
groups of 7 what African Faith
Leaders said in a statement in
Kenya, in June 2011, and to find
the links with what they learned
about Ubuntu. Make sure they
all have copies of the statement
to read.
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“In our African spiritual heritage and diverse faith traditions, trees, flowers,
water, soil and animals have always been essential companions of human
beings, without which life and being are inconceivable. We express this
in different ways through our understanding of the world as God’s own
beloved creation, and our sense of place and vocation within it.
Our ways of thinking and feeling deeply influence the world around us.
As we find compassion, peace and harmony within ourselves, we will
begin to treat the Earth with respect, resist disorder and live in peace with
each other, including embracing a binding climate treaty. We pray that
compassion will guide these negotiations.”
“Firstly, economic and political processes have to be based on ecological
principles, and not vice versa. There can be no infinite economic or
population growth on a finite planet.
Secondly, there is a profound need for a renewed moral vision for the
future of humanity and indeed of all life. We debase human beings by
seeing them only as economic instruments, and debase the sanctity of life
by commodifying it. We must realise that well-being cannot be equated
with material wealth. The quality of life is not dependent on the quantity of
material things or growth measured by GDP. Instead, our standard of living
depends on our standard of loving and sharing. We cannot sustain a world
dominated by profit-seeking, rampant consumerism and gross inequalities,
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and an atmosphere of competition where the powerful take
advantage of the weak without caring for the well-being of every
form of life. Development cannot be sustained if the affluent project
themselves as examples to be copied by everyone else, and if the
poor model their lifestyles on such examples.
These insights draw from the rich moral and spiritual traditions
on our continent and elsewhere in the world … These insights
have been transmitted to us by our ancestors, who believed in
the harmony of vital forces between human beings and the rest of
creation.”

F

Ask the participants
to report on the links
to Ubuntu that they found.
Then tell them that the number
of people calling for urgent
actions to stop Climate Change
is growing daily. Their voices
are getting louder. The next
section contains another strong
statement, from Indigenous
Peoples and other activists.

3. Indigenous Peoples and Climate Change
The Cochabamba Protocol
In April 2010 the Bolivian President, Evo Morales, convened the
World People’s Conference on Climate Change and the Rights of
Mother Earth in Cochabamba, Bolivia. The conference produced
the People’s Agreement on Climate Change and the Rights of
Mother Earth and named it “The Cochabamba Protocol”
Morales is an indigenous person from the Andes Mountains
of South America. “The peoples of the Andes believe in the
concept of ‘living well’ instead of wanting to ‘live better’ by
consuming more, regardless of the cost to our neighbours and our
environment.” Evo Morales
Indigenous peoples, social movements and the communities most
directly affected by fossil fuel dependency came from all over the
world to attend the conference. Groups attending included the
Global Justice Ecology Project, Vía Campesina, Friends of the
Earth, and Grassroots Global Justice Alliance. Via Campesina is
growing in importance as a voice for sustainable farming. It is a
network of 150 groups of small farmers, indigenous peoples and
activists from every continent.

F

Choose people to
read one paragraph
each from the text about the
Cochabamba Protocal and
excerpts quoted from it. After
each paragraph, hold a short
discussion for clarification or
reactions to what is being said.

F

Show the participants
where Cochabamba,
Bolivia, the Andes and the
forests are on the World Map.
(Refer to page 12)

The conference rejected false solutions like the carbon market
mechanisms of REDD that are merely ensuring the survival of
Capitalism. It described Capitalism as an imperialist system of
colonisation of the planet, because it needs a strong military
industry to control territories with natural resources and to suppress
peoples’ resistance. It called on climate negotiators to listen to real
solutions for cooling the planet brought forward by women, young
people, and indigenous peoples. These solutions were found in
traditional Indigenous Knowledge, community-based practices,
Indigenous Rights, Human Rights and the Rights of Mother Earth.
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All countries need to produce the goods and services necessary to satisfy the
fundamental needs of their populations, but they cannot continue to follow the
path of development where the richest countries have an ecological footprint five
times bigger than the planet’s resources.
The Cochabamba Protocol stated that the 2007 UN Declaration on the Rights of
Indigenous Peoples should be fully implemented and integrated in the Climate
Change negotiations. It further stated that the best strategy was to protect
indigenous forests by avoiding deforestation and degradation. Most of the forests
are in indigenous territories where indigenous people look after them well because
they regard them as sacred.
The UN Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples sets out the
individual and collective rights of the planet’s 370 million indigenous people, as
well as their rights to culture, identity, language, employment, health, education
and other issues. The Declaration prohibits discrimination against indigenous
peoples and promotes their full participation in all matters that concern them.
It gives them the right to pursue their own visions of economic and social
development. The USA was the last country to endorse the Declaration, in
December 2010.
Excerpts from the Cochabamba Protocol:
“Today, our Mother Earth is wounded and the future of humanity is in danger.”
The statement then says that the cause of the crisis is the capitalist system:
“We confront the terminal crisis of a civilising model that is patriarchal and based
on the submission and destruction of human beings and nature. The capitalist
system has imposed on us a logic of competition, progress and limitless growth.
This regime of production and consumption seeks profit without limits, separating
human beings from nature and imposing a logic of domination upon nature,
transforming everything into commodities: water, earth, the human genome,
ancestral cultures, biodiversity, justice, ethics, the rights of peoples, and life itself.
“Under capitalism, Mother Earth is converted into a source of raw materials, and
human beings into consumers and a means of production, into people that are
seen as valuable only for what they own, and not for who they are.
“Humanity confronts a great dilemma:
 to continue on the path of capitalism, depredation, and death, or
 to choose the path of harmony with nature and respect for life.
It is imperative that we forge a new system that restores harmony with nature and
among human beings. And in order for there to be balance with nature, there
must first be equity among human beings. We propose to the peoples of the world
the recovery, revalorisation, and strengthening of the knowledge, wisdom, and
ancestral practices of Indigenous Peoples, which are affirmed in the thought and
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practices of “Living Well,” recognising Mother Earth as a living being with whom
we have an indivisible, interdependent, complementary and spiritual relationship.
To face climate change, we must recognise Mother Earth as the source of life and
forge a new system based on the principles of:








harmony and balance among all and with all things;
complementarity, solidarity, and equality;
collective well-being and the satisfaction of the basic necessities of all;
people in harmony with nature;
recognition of human beings for what they are, not what they own;
elimination of all forms of colonialism, imperialism and interventionism;
peace among the peoples and with Mother Earth.

“To guarantee human rights and to restore harmony with nature, it is necessary to
recognise and apply the rights of Mother Earth. For this purpose, we propose the
attached Universal Declaration on the Rights of Mother Earth:
 The right to live and to exist;
 The right to be respected;
 The right to regenerate its bio-capacity and to continue its vital cycles and
processes free of human alteration;
 The right to water as the source of life;
 The right to clean air;
 The right to comprehensive health;
 The right to be free of contamination and pollution, free of toxic and
radioactive waste;
 The right to be free of alterations or modifications of its genetic structure in a
manner that threatens its integrity or vital and healthy functioning;
 The right to prompt and full restoration for violations of the rights
acknowledged in this Declaration, caused by human activities.”

Ethics and Morality

F

Photo: Alain Bachellier
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Make copies of
the statements by
President Evo Morales.
Show the participants the
picture of Morales.
Then divide them into groups
of 7 to discuss Evo Morales’s
statements. Do they agree or
not? If they agree, ask them
to suggest actions that they
personally can take.
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Statements by Evo Morales

“Either Capitalism dies or Mother Earth dies.”
◊◊◊◊◊◊◊◊
“Every one of us, governments and delegates, should put ourselves in
the position of people who are victims of climate change. Let us think
of a family who doesn’t have services like heating, who lacks water,
because of climate change, who is without work, and in extreme
poverty. A family like this dies daily in the world. Think of this family,
or those on islands, small states that will disappear. What will they
do? At the same time, we have US or EU policies that want to expel
climate refugees, even though these refugees result from the climate
change they are causing.”
◊◊◊◊◊◊◊◊

F

Ask the groups to
report in plenary. All
should discuss the pros and cons
of the suggestions. Then ask
the participants if they regard
themselves as indigenous people
and if not, how they can be in
solidarity with them.
How can they work towards
a low-carbon economy that
puts priority on caring for
other global citizens and the
earth, and far less emphasis
on consumption and selfish
(energy-intensive) behaviour.

“Human beings can’t live without the planet, but yes, the planet can
exist without human beings. We are not in the epoch of class struggle
anymore; we are debating how to live in harmony with Mother Earth.
Mother Earth has its rights. In the past decades, the UN approved
human rights, then civil, economic, and political rights. Finally, a few
years ago, indigenous rights. This new century is the time to debate
and discuss the rights of Mother Earth.”
◊◊◊◊◊◊◊◊
“If governments don’t do it, people will force governments to do
it. Social forces are the matrix that changes policies, ends empires,
brings down large powers. If social forces advance, then progressive
governments allied with social movements can guarantee the life of
future generations.”

A

Time for reflection

Find a quiet place to sit on your own for 30 minutes. Spend time
reflecting on your own lifestyle. Decide on ways in which you can
live in the spirit and practice of Ubuntu, as your contribution to
changing the face of the Earth in a good way. Pray about this.
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LEADERSHIP AND LIFE SKILLS
Leadership and Life Skills for Climate Change Work

The previous sections of this manual have outlined how the Earth is suffering. The situation
requires advocates who are well-trained and skilful enough to win the case for the Earth.

1. Work and Careers
This section aims to help participants grasp that work is an
extension of their interiorities, a holy calling and a necessity for
remaining a happy integrated person. A great deal of preparation
should be done before deciding on a career.

Why Work?
The Creator was the first Worker 14 billion years ago. The Creator’s
work provided the matter and the principles that have been alive
in the Universe ever since that first explosion of energy. You are
now being called to choose a career that will make you a link in the
ages-old creative process. If your career expresses your interiority,
creative energy will flow through you as a channel to others. You
will become a co-worker with the Creator and a good steward of all
the earth’s resources, living in harmony with all other creatures.
All people need to work, not necessarily in a formal job. In good,
satisfying work, the worker incarnates her creativity and her
intellectual powers. She provides for her subsistence needs, while at
the same time providing services for others.
Work should be an expression of your best self. But for
many people work is alienating and meaningless as they spend
their work lives as units in the capitalist economy.
Choosing a career is one of the most difficult decisions a young
person has to take. Many school leavers end up in the wrong
career path when they do not make the effort to do good research
beforehand. Many students enter careers that adults close to them
have suggested, or as the result of peer pressure. If the career is not
a good choice, they are unlikely to study well, they will fail their
examinations, try to change courses and perhaps even drop out to
join the swelling ranks of the unskilled unemployed. To avoid this
waste of time, effort and money, make an informed choice about
your career.
You need to understand what motivates you, what your values are
and what kind of world you are living in.
Emthonjeni Part 2: Exploring Change in a Climate-Changing World

F

Tell the participants
that there are a
number of important elements
to consider in choosing a career
that suits their personality and
abilities.
Remind the participants about
the Wheel of Fundamental
Human Needs (page 3 in
Emthonjeni Manual 1). Ask them
to name the needs that work
should meet. Creation, Identity,
Participation, Subsistence and
Understanding are the most
important.
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1. Understand yourself: Self-knowledge and the ability to make
informed decisions.

A

Do this exercise. It is a way of getting to know something about who you are and what your
values are. But remember, the result is only a rough guide.
Put a tick (9) in each box where the statement is true for you, and a cross (X) where it is not.

A

C

E

I hardly ever take risks.

B

I wear expensive clothes to impress people.

I like things to stay as they are: I don’t like
changes
Before I do anything, I must be sure of all the
steps.
I want to continue living at home for many years
to come.

I envy people who are in important positions.

TOTAL 9

TOTAL 9

I often make my own decisions.

I try to get into leadership positions so that I can
get my own way.
I enjoy being popular and having people treat
me with respect.

D

If I am sure I am right, I will say so, even if other
people laugh at me.
I don’t like people to tell me what to do.

I enjoy being with people, even people I don’t
know well.
I will always help people who are in some kind
of trouble.
I hate seeing people being badly treated.

I work well on my own.

I will help people again, even if they were not
grateful for what I did.

TOTAL 9

TOTAL 9

I like discovering new things about myself and
the world around me.

F

I enjoy being in nature, or walking in parks.

I like doing puzzles and solving problems.

I love to spend time drawing, painting, acting or
listening to good music.
I notice things quickly and can describe
persons or scenes in detail afterwards.

I get bored when people discuss things I
already know.

I like beautiful things and bright colours.

TOTAL 9

TOTAL 9

I enjoy reading serious books.

G

I want to earn a good salary, even if the job is
not interesting.
I want to live very comfortably, without having to
worry about other people.
I want to have good clothes and a luxury car.

Add up the ticks in each section.

A

Security

I think anyone who works hard can earn
enough money to live.

B

Personal status

C

Independence

TOTAL 9

D

Social concern

E

Intellectual interest

F

Nature/Beauty

G

Wealth and materialism

3 or more ticks indicate the values that are
important to you.

Values are not static. They change with experience and knowledge. But if your career clashes
with your values, you will be very unhappy.
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2. Understand the career: The studies that are required
and how to go about getting registered; the training that is
necessary; the scope of the career – the career fields and
paths. You should check out the results of your research with
professionals – specialised careers teachers, careers guidance
organisations or careers counsellors based in tertiary institutions
– and publications like The Deloitte Free Jumpstart magazine.
Use the Internet to find out more about careers that sound
interesting or ask people with that career if you can spend a day
with them, or if you can interview them about their job.
3. Understand the World where you will be living out that
career.

The Signs of the Times
These are some ways to read the signs of the times:
 Read newspapers and magazines that give good coverage
of local and international news concerning current affairs,
politics, natural disasters, economic analysis and other news
that informs you about the state of the world you live in. Don’t
read publications that are full of sensational stories about sex,
violence and fashion, or those that are full of advertisements.
 Use your radio to listen to or your TV to watch the news and
good programmes that will inform you about serious topics.
 Attend meetings or join organisations that are concerned about
serious issues.
 Join email groups that share news and ideas about social,
economic and environmental justice issues.
 Use facebook and other Internet websites and programmes to
become well-informed.
 Climate Change (CC) is a “Sign of the Times”. It is the most
serious crisis people on Earth have ever faced. We have brains
to help us do something about CC. The challenge facing you is
to choose an appropriate career for the times you live in.

F

Tell the participants
that they need to learn
to read the signs of the times.
Ask them how they will find
these signs.

Careers related to Climate Change

A

Recall all the different facts you have learned about Climate
Change (CC). Then buzz for 5 minutes and suggest careers that
will mitigate or help people to adapt to CC, and explain how
they will do that.

On the next page are some of the possible careers needed to
stop and reverse CC. Keep your eyes and ears open for other CC
careers.
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 Politicians: Develop good policies for
the State’s CC response. Educate political
parties and voters about how to mitigate
and adapt to CC.
 Lawyers: Draft good CC laws. Educate
people about the laws. Prepare cases
against individuals and companies that
break the laws. Draw up contracts between
highly polluting countries involved in
technology transfer and training to
developing countries.
 Town and Regional Planners: Design
or redesign areas for housing, open spaces,
shops and businesses with safe, easy
transport access like bicycle lanes, rail
networks and paths.
 Architects: Many buildings are not
designed to conserve energy. Buildings
in cities attract heat and prevent air from
circulating. Architects alter such buildings
to make them “green”and design ecofriendly buildings with good insulation and
renewable energy.
 Engineers (civil, electrical, aeronautical,
mechanical, agricultural): Design and
oversee construction of railways, roads,
vehicles, aeroplanes, solar and wind energy
plants, and agricultural technology that will
not require fossil fuels.
 Technicians: All the new technologies will
provide many new jobs for technicians in
the construction, transport and appropriate
technology sectors.
 Scientists: Do ongoing research and
experimentation on factors related to the
heating or cooling of the planet. Find ways
to increase energy efficiency.
 Meteorologists: Collect weather data.
Predict weather and monitor climate
changes. Predict impending extreme
weather events and warn people to adapt
or flee.
 Marine Biologists: Do research to
monitor the state of coral reefs and stocks of
fish. These are both indicators of how CC is
affecting the health of the sea.
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 Botanists and Zoologists : Monitor the
effects of CC on indicator species of plants
and animals, e.g. polar bears and frogs, and
work on preservation strategies.
 Psychologists, Community Workers,
Theologians and Priests: Help people
make a paradigm shift in understanding
who they are. Help people move out of
materialism and consumerism by acquiring
new values of sharing and of understanding
themselves as part of the natural world.
 Social Workers, Health Workers
and Traditional Healers, Disaster
Managers and AID Workers: Help
people, during the next three decades, to
adopt new lifestyles that adapt to changing
weather patterns, and promote low carbon
economies.
 Accountants: All projects and
organisations concerned with the mitigation
of and adaptation to CC need good
financial accountability. When the UN has
established CC funds there will be much
work for accountants.
 Sustainable Agriculture: Careers related
to organic agriculture are crucial in the
battle against CC because large factory
farms using fossil fuel produce the bulk of
the world’s food at present. Many educated
young people are very prejudiced against
working with the soil. The Earth needs
champions to show that the work is possible
and is rewarding. When we touch soil with
our hands, we are touching one of the four
elements of life. It is a spiritual work.
 Writers, Journalists, Actors, Filmmakers, Photographers, Media
specialists: The majority of people still
do not regard CC as a threat to their lives
and their futures. The Earth is warming
up very slowly and disasters happen in
different places at different times. During
the next 30 years media workers will have
to find emotionally involving stories of CC,
to make people remember, and implement
public policy that looks beyond immediate
needs.
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Rachel Carson, an American marine biologist, is credited with
inspiring the beginnings of the environmental movement. She first
became well known for her gifted writing through her best-seller,
The Sea Around Us, in 1951. She later moved to a different field
of scientific research, documenting how agricultural pesticides and
herbicides were killing birds and other wildlife. She claimed that
they also endangered human life. Her famous best-seller, Silent
Spring, was published in 1962. In this book, she warned that
one day people would wake up to a silent spring with no more
birdsong, a metaphor she used for the threatened natural world.
She accused the chemical industry of spreading disinformation, and
government officials of gullibly accepting what chemical companies
claimed without looking into the dangers of their products. She was
particularly concerned about the effects of DDT.

F

Tell the participants
Rachel Carson’s story
to show the power of a writer.

Monsanto, Velsicol, American Cyanamid and other chemical
companies were furious. They attacked Carson verbally, calling
her a “hysterical woman” who was not qualified to write the book,
and they threatened lawsuits against the publishers. A biochemist,
Robert White-Stevens, stated, “If man were to follow the teachings
of Miss Carson, we would return to the Dark Ages, and the insects
and diseases and vermin would once again inherit the earth.” The
Agriculture Department and the conservative media supported the
chemical companies.

Rachel Carson

Silent Spring caused such a furore that the U.S. President John F.
Kennedy had to act. He ordered his Scientific Advisory Committee
to investigate Rachel Carson’s claims. When they corroborated
what she had written, the US government introduced better control
measures for chemical pesticides and DDT was banned in the USA
in 1972.
Sadly and ironically, Rachel Carson died in 1964 at the age of 56
of breast cancer, perhaps caused by the very pesticides she had
campaigned against.

A

Take 10 minutes to think about all the careers you have
heard about. Then choose one of these careers related
to Climate Change. Imagine that you are 25 years old
and have already undergone the training for this career. Write a
sentence or two on a small piece of paper saying what you are
going to do in this career to help with the fight against CC. Write
your name on the paper and stick it up on the wall so that it can be
easily read.
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F

Ask the participants
to go and sit quietly on
their own.

F

Ask the participants
to leave spaces
between their pieces of paper
so that everyone can read them
easily. Invite the participants to
do a “gallery walk”, reading one
paper at a time. Invite them to
start anywhere in the “gallery”.
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2. Agriculture to stop Climate Change

Farming with fossil fuels

Farming with nature

CODE My Garden
Oh my Garden
I love you so
My time spent in you
Touches my deepest self
I become aware of the elements we share
Oxygen, carbon dioxide, nitrogen and hydrogen

F

Ask 4 participants to
read the poem aloud,
one stanza each.

Oh my Garden
I watch the sun warming you up
And greening you with a variety of plants
Which exchange with me oxygen for carbon dioxide
I give you water and you use my oxygen to make
green leafy vegetables
To feed my body and my soul
Oh my Garden
How can I neglect you so?
Forgive me for walking past the cow dung in the path
Crying out to become your compost
Forgive me for failing to give you drinks of water
Forgive me for listening to my peers
Telling me that gardening is for old people
Forgive me when I forget to thank you for the food
You give me every day
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Oh my Garden
Grow in my heart
Crack it open like the seeds in your soil
To help me understand that you hold
The key to my life and death
Oh my Garden
I love you so!
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Vandana Shiva:
“In India we worship cow dung as Lakshmi, the goddess of
wealth. Cow dung is the source of renewal of soil fertility and
hence the sustainability of human society. Ecologically the cow has
been central to Indian civilization. Indian agriculture has built its
sustainability on the integrity of the cow, considering her inviolable
and sacred, seeing her as the mother of the prosperity of food
systems.

F

Lead the participants
through the 4
questions of Analysis. Then
ask them to compare their
gardening experience with
the following two extracts: an
article by Vandana Shiva, and the
IAASTD Report.

“The integration of livestock with farming has been the secret of
sustainable agriculture. Livestock convert organic matter into a
form that can be easily used by plants. And cow dung, biomass and
biodiversity are at the heart of sustainability and the non-violent
organic alternative to genetic engineering and chemicals.
“Corporations are creating poverty by diverting the hard-earned
income of peasants and farmers to the seed/pesticide industry. The
new seeds, besides being costly, are also ecologically vulnerable to
pests and diseases, leading to more crop failures and higher use of
chemicals. These are killer technologies which are undesirable and
unnecessary.
“The agriculture technologies of the future have to work for people,
not corporations, they have to work with nature, not against nature.
If farmers and farming are to have a future, it has to be organic.“

Report of the IAASTD
The International Assessment of Agricultural Knowledge, Science
and Technology for Development was published in 2008. It was
produced by a group of more than 400 experts in development
and agriculture who worked for a number of years to prepare this
report.
They found out that Agricultural Knowledge, Science and
Technology (AKST) can be used more effectively – at a time
when there is an increasing demand for food, feed and fuel. They
rejected “Business-as-Usual” agribusiness which is based on using
fossil fuel and focuses on increased productivity; and recommended
instead a more holistic integration of natural resource management.
The scientists made recommendations on how AKST systems can
counteract the effects of agriculture on Climate Change (CC) and
mitigate the negative impacts of CC on agriculture, in order to
provide food security, where all people always have sufficient, safe
and nutritious food.
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These are their recommendations:

F

Ask the participants
to buzz and suggest
actions that they can take after
listening to what Vandana Shiva
and the IAASTD scientists have
said.

 Understand how crop production areas and natural habitats
can become integrated to enhance ecosystems, use water more
efficiently and reduce water pollution.
 Reduce the use of fossil fuels by finding natural substitutes for
chemical fertilisers, pesticides and herbicides.
 Increase agricultural production by diversifying small-scale
farms, increasing organic agricultural exports and imports and
by promoting Fair Trade products.
 Facilitate and provide incentives for organic agriculture,
strengthen local markets and increase markets for “green”
products.
 Encourage new partnerships among local farmers, indigenous
people and scientists.
 Lobby for increased public and private investment in AKST.
 Develop supporting policies and institutions, and an
interdisciplinary, holistic and systems-based approach to
knowledge production and sharing.
 Include Indigenous Knowledge, collected from practices of rural
people in all parts of the world, in scientific education curricula.

3. Advocacy and Lobbying
Participants should understand that, by acquiring lobbying skills,
they will discover the power within themselves to bring about
changes.

CODE

F

Start this session by
asking each participant
to read one Station. All the
participants should say together
the responses in bold type.
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Stations of the Earth Cross or
Earth Sorrows

Christian Scriptures give graphic details of the last 24 hours of Jesus’
life. Many Christians make a link between Jesus’ sufferings and the
agony of the Earth, which is understood to be part of the Body of
Christ. The following meditation uses the scripture references to the
Temptations, Jesus’ Agony in the Garden of Gethsemane and the
Crucifixion. A number of Christian denominations perform a ritual
called “The Stations of the Cross.” There are usually 14 Stations. What
follows is an adapted ritual with an added 15th Station.
The following meditation is intended for use with a Christian group.
Other faith groups can substitute their own scriptures or simply omit
the scripture references.
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1st Station

2nd Station

3rd Station

4th Station

5th Station

6th Station

7th Station

8th Station

9th Station

10th Station

11th Station

12th Station

13th Station

Human beings imagine themselves to be the pinnacle of creation with the right to do
as they please, regardless of the consequences for other creatures.
SATAN (to Jesus): “I will give you dominion over the whole earth if you
worship me.”
Nuclear scientists cover up the dangers inherent in nuclear power production,
despite the disaster at Fukushima, Japan, and the continuing problems at
Chernobyl.
NARRATOR: “They paid Judas thirty silver pieces.”
Boys and men worship cars. Girls and women idolise hair and clothes. Their goal in
life is the acquisition of status symbols.
JESUS: “Could you not watch with me one brief hour?”
Timber plantations and food agribusiness destroy grasslands and wetlands, and
deplete and poison soils with fossil-fuel fertilisers, herbicides and pesticides.
THE PEOPLE: “Crucify him! Crucify him!’
Abalone and rhino poaching increases to feed the greed and sexual appetites of men
in the Far East.
NARRATOR: “They shared his clothing by casting lots.”
Scientists go where others fear to tread, inserting foreign genes into plants and
animals with no evidence that the resulting GMO food is safe for animals and
humans to eat.
SOLDIER: “Let him save himself if he is the Christ of God.”
Although South Africans, per person, pour more pollution into the Earth’s clean air
than anyone else in the world, South Africa continues to build huge coal-fired power
stations.
JESUS: “Father, forgive them for they know not what they do.”
Children grow up surrounded by concrete, cell phones, computer games and TV.
They grow into adults who have no understanding of their intimate connection to
the natural world. They fear nature’s marvels and kill innocent creatures. Some do
not know what vegetables look like before they reach supermarket shelves.
JESUS: “Daughters of Jerusalem, do not weep for me: weep rather for
yourselves and for your children.”
The killing of forest animals in the Congo Basin – chimpanzees, antelope, monkeys
– for bush meat, is bringing these animals close to extinction.
JESUS: “Today you will be with me in paradise.”
Untreated sewage, radio-active materials from disused uranium mines, and sludge
from coal mines pollute wetlands and rivers.
JESUS: “I thirst.”
The rich get richer, eating meat produced on soya grown on land previously
occupied by rainforests and indigenous peoples. The poor of the world get hungrier.
NARRATOR: “The soldiers offered him vinegar.”
Large portions of the Earth’s lungs are being cut down in the rain forests of the
Amazon, Congo, Mocambique and Indonesia.
JESUS: “It is finished. Into your hands I commend my spirit.”
The polar ice sheets melt and the sea levels rise, threatening Small Island States
while powerful polluter nations refuse to cut their carbon.
NARRATOR: “The veil of the temple was torn in two from top to bottom;
the earth quaked and the rocks were split.”
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14th Station

F

Ask the participants
to outline what was
done to the Earth in the first 14
Stations.
And in the 15th Station, what
did the Earth say? When they
have answered, repeat the 15th
Station with emphasis.

15th Station

Companies in the USA do hydraulic fracturing
(fracking) of shale plates to remove natural gas
from the depths of the Earth. They plan to do
fracking in South Africa.
NARRATOR: “They broke the legs of the
first man. They found Jesus already dead,
so one of the soldiers pierced his side with
a spear. Blood and water gushed out.”
JESUS: “Oh my people, what have I done
to you? How have I offended you? My
people, answer me!”
THE EARTH: “I see growing numbers of people
becoming aware of my suffering. They are
becoming my advocates. They have changed
the way they live and are demanding that others
stop harming me. I can see that my resurrection
will come.”
JESUS: “Tell them I am risen. Alleluia!”

Advocates for the Earth

F

Ask the participants
to explain what an
advocate is and does.

F

Ask the participants
these questions:
“Who is the advocate?” The
school principal.
“On whose behalf is she
advocating?” Zama’s.
“How does she do it?” She
changes the mother’s mind by
giving her lots of evidence that
Zama will make a good lawyer.
She removes one of the obstacles
by suggesting ways for Zama to
earn while she is studying.

F

Ask the participants
to give examples of
people who have advocated for
them at different times in their
own lives. Ask for examples of
other kinds of advocacy.
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An advocate is a person who works on behalf of another person
or creature that is in trouble, or who wants to achieve a particular
goal. In law, an advocate represents her client in court to help the
client win a case. There are other kinds of advocacy too.

CODE

An example of advocacy

Zama is in her final school year. She wants to be a lawyer, but her
mother wants her to study nursing so that she can start earning and
help pay school fees for her younger brother and sister. Zama is very
unhappy. She asks her school principal to speak to her mother. The
school principal tells Zama’s mother all the qualities that Zama has
that will make her a good lawyer: lawyers have to be very clever and
precise. Zama is a straight-A student. She excels at English and History
and reads newspapers and good books. She has represented the school
at debating and belongs to a project that works in a children’s home.
She gets on well with old and young alike.
To earn money to help her mother with school fees, Zama could find
holiday jobs during the long university breaks and could work as a
waitress over weekends when she is studying. And she is such a good
student that she is likely to get a good bursary.
The school principal argued successfully for Zama to become a lawyer.
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F

Action Aid demonstration, advocating for change at COP 15,
Copenhagen, December 2009

We saw earlier how
happy the Earth was to
find that you are advocating for
her. In these times of Climate
Change, advocacy for the
Earth is very urgent. There are
many ways to become an Earth
advocate. We will look at some
of these.

These are some examples of advocacy:
 Trade union shop stewards represent their members in
negotiations with employers.
 Prefects or members of Students Representative Councils
present the students’ requests for changes to the authorities.
 People with grievances march with banners and hand in
petitions stating their demands.

Lobbying
We know that the industrialised countries are reluctant to curb
their GHG emissions because they do not want to use their funds
on new technology to clean the polluted air which comes from
factories, mines, cars, aeroplanes and so forth. We also know that,
every year, the UNFCCC holds MOPS (Meetings of Parties) to
prepare for COPS (Conferences of Parties) where the 193 world
governments negotiate amongst themselves to find ways to mitigate
and adapt to Climate Change. Lobbyists use these MOPS and
COPS, and the preparations before those events, to advocate for
the Earth’s future by trying to make the industrialised countries
drastically reduce their carbon emissions.
Lobbying is the art of persuading those who have power to
adopt your point of view and work to change the offending laws,
policies and practices. A person who lobbies is called a lobbyist.
A lobby is the word for a passage or entrance area outside offices
or meeting rooms and halls. It is a public area where government
or company officials can meet with members of the public. Some
organisations employ full-time lobbyists to represent the interests of
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A person lobbying

F

Ask the participants
who have tried
lobbying, to explain what they
did. Then ask the participants to
identify the qualities of a good
lobbyist.
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particular groups to governments and to monitor how governments implement laws. In some cases,
government officials ask expert lobbyists to help them draft legislation.

What makes a good lobbyist?
1. Be assertive.
 First: Build up your self-esteem to become emotionally strong. Spend time with friends and
relatives who give you positive feedback and encouragement. Stop negative thoughts about
yourself and start discovering your personal power.
 Second: Control your feelings. Girls and women naturally feel sorry for others. This empathy
can become a “compassion trap”. Don’t allow the other person to manipulate you to make
you feel bad.

An advocate for the Earth
 Third: Think assertively. Believe that you are important and that what you are doing is right.
Remember that you are in the Creative process.
 Fourth: Practise behaving assertively. Each assertive act makes the next one easier.
2. Be well-informed.
Find out as much as you can about the people you are trying to influence and about the issue you
are going to lobby for. Read books and what others have written. Discuss with experts. You are
powerful when you know more about the subject than the person you are lobbying, but beware of
arrogance. If possible, make an appointment so that the official will expect you.
3. Be courageous.
The ambience of Government offices or parliament buildings – with officious security guards, metal
detectors, power dressing and the untouchable air of importance – can be intimidating. Remind
yourself that you are lobbying for justice for the Earth and that you are well-prepared. Dress well so
that the official takes you seriously.
4. Prepare a short typed document.
Give it to the person you are lobbying to back up your request. Officials are very busy people, so
keep it to a page at most.
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5. Be polite, but firm and tenacious.
Don’t let the person you are lobbying escape until you have made your point and have
handed over the material you want him/her to read.
6. Be Prepared for the other person’ s response.
Practise beforehand. Anticipate the person’s arguments.

Ethics of lobbying
Lobbying is about building a relationship with a person in a powerful position. Remember that
she is also a human being who has feelings and vulnerabilities, even if she is in a high position.
She welcomes positive feedback, so praise her for the good things she has done. A lobbyist
should never humiliate the person in power by swearing at her or insulting her. Don’t mention
her personal life.
Be very disciplined. Don’t use violence or methods that contradict your message. When you
are lobbying for Climate Change action, it would not make sense to use violent methods like
smashing equipment, trashing streets and damaging property, or adding to air pollution by
burning tyres. That is the work of hooligans (agents provocateurs) who are sometimes paid by
the people you are lobbying to infiltrate and discredit your campaign.

Practising lobbying
In the next 5 years, CC lobbyists will have to escalate their activities to make politicians act
urgently to stop CC. Activists will have to work together to build huge organisations whose
demands can no longer be ignored. You should begin now to lobby people close to you about
CC issues.

A

Use this example to practise your lobbying skills.

Pretend that you have never seen an article on CC in your local
newspaper. You want to lobby the editor to carry a regular feature on CC.
The whole class should share ideas about how to lobby the editor. Here are
some suggestions:
 Write letters to the editor or send emails asking for coverage of CC.
 Phone the editor and ask her to allow you to write an article on CC for
the paper.
 Make an appointment with the editor and motivate her to carry articles
on CC.

F

Ask each
participant
to find a partner. Give
each pair a piece of
paper with one of the
imaginary lobbying
opportunities below,
related to Climate
Change. Ask one
person to be the
lobbyist and the other
to act the person who
is being lobbied.

Now do a role play with a partner about one of the following issues:
1. Your local shop does not sell any organic products. Lobby the owner to stock
organic food and to label GMO products.
2. The Department of Agriculture promotes fossil fuel-based agribusiness. Lobby
the Minister to give priority to small scale organic farming.
3. Your chief has invited a timber company to come and transform your grassland
grazing into a timber plantation. Lobby the chief to stop the project.
4. Your government is very slow to introduce Renewable Energy (RE). Lobby the
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F

After
10 minutes,
choose two pairs to act
their lobbying scene
in front of the whole
group. Ask the rest
of the participants to
critique the methods
they used. Then send
them back into their
pairs and reverse the
roles. The lobbyist
should use the
suggestions from the
other participants to
improve her approach.

Minister of Energy to give priority to solar and wind energy projects.
5. You want to study organic agriculture, but your university doesn’t offer
agriculture at all. Lobby the Vice-Chancellor to offer agriculture.
6. Your Radio/TV station never carries programmes dealing with CC. Lobby the
head of programming to include regular information on CC.
7. Lobby the head of the strongest political party in your municipality to introduce
CC mitigation and adaptation projects.
8. Lobby the head of your religious organisation and convince her that work
to stop CC is a spiritual necessity. Ask her to introduce CC education
programmes.
9. There is a lot of air pollution in your area. Lobby the head of your hospital/
clinic to act against the polluters.
10. Workers are not at the forefront of organisations fighting against CC. Lobby
the head of the trade union movement to take CC seriously.
11. The farmers in your area are under pressure from GMO companies to plant
GM maize. Lobby the head of the Farmers’ Association to remain GM Free.

4. Ritual for Climate Change Confession
This section gives the participants a chance to reflect on how their
behaviour contributes to Climate Change, and to take part in a
ritual asking their Creator for forgiveness.

F

To achieve the greatest effect, do this ritual at night. You will need small candles, saucers, matches, a few
tapers and a torch. Put the candles on the saucers to protect the floor from melted wax.

Ask the participants to sit in a circle in silence. In front of each one is a candle.
Give a short introduction: “In this ritual, we have come to reflect on our behaviour that has harmed the Earth and
has contributed to Climate Change. I will invite all of you to take turns to say what you did, and then to blow out
your candle. This is a serious ritual. I ask you please not to laugh.”
Ask three people to light all the candles. When the candles are lit, switch off the electric lights. As the facilitator
you should model what to do: first say what you did and then blow out your candle. If the participants do not start
speaking, invite them to do so. When the last person has spoken, you should be sitting in the dark.
Then say: “This darkness is a symbol of our collective guilt. Let us now bring hope and light into the situation by
making a commitment that will help to stop Climate Change. When you make your commitment, relight your
candle.” Allow each person to report on one action she will take. As she talks, she relights her candle.
End with an appropriate song, hymn or prayer.

Creator, we give you thanks for the
evolution of oxygen 2 billion years ago,
and for all the creatures and people who
have passed life on to us since then. We
make our promise to work hard to stop
the pollution of your precious gift of air,
and to stop other people and industries
who are causing Climate Change. Amen
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